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FROM THE START, the Echo staff was clear
on the magazine's direction. We wanted to
crank out one hell of a magazine, complete
with all the essentials: health, careers, culture,
activism, and environmental and global
awareness. We hit a few bumps: A medical
issue stopped our design adviser in his tracks;
we were fortunate to quickly find an amazing
replacement. A car accident temporarily waylaid one staff member (and reminded us all to
count our blessings). But we picked up the
pieces, dusted off our shoulders and pushed
on.
And then there were the inevitable inconveniences: photo shoot and interview cancellations, and all the other minor mishaps common to the production of any magazine. So it's
with great pride, and many sighs of relief, that

we welcome you inside this issue.
Meet Jen Marlowe, a documentary filmmaker risking her safety to document the lives
of people in war-torn Sudan. Visit a Chicago
Public School that struggles against the odds
to give students with disabilities the skills they
need for life. Be inspired by Little Village
Lawndale High School, a community of teachers and students standing up to gang violence. Admire Chicago's lesbian community
and its fight to revive an endangered independent bookstore. Bowl with a group of furries. (We did.) Hang out on set with NBCS
sports anchor, Ryan Baker. Question your
patriotism during a stand-off between The
Patriot Guard Riders and Westboro Baptist
Church, a religious extremist group.
We created this magazine in 15 weeks

while balancing a full load of classes and
hefty work schedules. (Yes, we are that
good!) We had to hold up our rep here at
Columbia College Chicago, a community of
creative students known for their productivity and awareness. Columbia also is known
for its stellar instructors, and our hats go off
to our supporting cast: Sharon BloydPeshkin, Estelle Carol and Elio Leturia.
Without them we would have been lost.
The Staff of Echo magazine,
Winter I Spring 2008

•

p.s. Prepare yourself. We are just getting
started.
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conTr1euTors
------------------------------NICOLAS CASSARA
crazujdm@yahoo.com
Shooting the cover story, "Graffiti fest," was an ideal assignment for Nicolas
Cassara, an admitted huge graffiti art fan. "It was a warm September day, and
a really great photo shoot opportunity," recalls Cassara. "And to make the
cover ... I couldn't be happier." A journalism and photography transfer student,
Cassara is the photo/illustration editor for the current issue of Echo. His work is
showcased throughout the magazine, including "Dessert diversity" and "The
patriot act. "
"I never thought I would have such a prestigious position my first semester
attending Columbia," says Cassara, who aims for a career that allows him to
mesh his writing and photography skills.

PORTFOLIO SAMPLE

JODY WARNER

NICK SPENCE

ZACH ABUBEKER

http://www.jodywarner.com
A veteran photographer with more
than 15 years experience, Jody Warner
is a first year photojournalism student
at Columbia. He quickly earned a reputation as the "come-thru guy" with
Echo staffers. His photography is showcased in "Pay it forward" and "Of art
and ambition" as well as "A declaration of independents." Warner has
contributed photography to magazines
in the U.S. and Europe, and to newspapers across the country. "Echo has
given me great opportunities to shoot
what are now my driving passions:
photojournalism and documentary photography," says the Kentucky native.

www.isnevertimeatall.deviantart.com
Nick Spence's work is showcased in
"Think global, act local. " He also contributed illustrations to the
Winter/Spring 2007 issue. His current
logo and menu design work is seen at
restaurants throughout the city. He's
also working on a web banner for
Chicago music producer Traxxion's latest track. For Spence, working on Echo
provided the freedom to experiment
with his character design. He says it's
also good training ground for his longterm goals, which include making a living doing illustration and design work.
"If I pull that off, I'll be a happy man,"
says the third year illustration major.

z.abubeker@gmail.com
Zach Abubeker's illustration work is
showcased in "Poetic license." A first
year transfer student, Abubeker found
time to contribute to Echo while creating a handmade book containing 20
images for his Photo II final project.
"I'm stressed but excited at the same
time," he says. The photography
major is also psyched about his future
career goals, which include working
for the Associated Press and/or the
international photography agency
Magnum Photos. What makes him
good at what he does? "I guess I'm
OK at taking photographs," he
laughs, adding, "I'm trying to be
modest here."
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CRISTINE AMANDA
BURKLIN
artsandhearts@hotmail.com
"I was always the artsy one," says
freshman Cristine Amanda Burklin
about growing up in Elk Grove
Village, Ill. "Everyone always pointed
out my creativity not only in photography, but in life in general." Her
work is showcased in "Black market
U-Pass" and "Keep it cheap." She also
worked on "Boutique bonanza,"
which she considers a favorite. She
feels overjoyed for the opportunity to
work on Echo during her first semester of college, and hopes some day to
work for National Geographic.
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Connecting the Community with Media
the Workshop helps to promote News that Matters
0

Getting In The Media Workshops

0

Me0ia relations and communication courses

Extensive Online Resource:
www.newstips.org

training hundreds of nonprofits each year. See

Websit e offering media updates, links to outlets'

www.newstips.org for class descriptions and

websites, and media relations tips and tools for

schedules.

the community, plus online Newstips, briefing
papers and nonprofit news
sources for journalists

0

Getting On The Air, Online & Into Print
Annually updated publication and digital media
guide offering advice and information for

0

Pitch us!
The Workshop produces weekly talk shows

connecting with journalists.

featuring community leaders and issues on

2008 Edition out now!

WNUA and CANTV as well as Newstips, a tip
sheet dist ributed to hundreds of journalists

0

highlighting community and nonprofit news.

Making Media Connections
Conference

Email cmw@newstips.org with guest and
story suggestions.

Community leaders and journalists working for
national, regional and local media discuss
strategies for getting important stories to the

0

public. Annual guest keynote speakers and
educational seminars June 11-12, 2008

Special programs & initiatives:
Michigan Communications Project: Now offering
coaching, workshops and conferences
specifically for Michigan nonprofits.

0

Voz Latina: We can now offer workshops in

Studs Terkel Awards & Scholarship

Spanish in order to facilitate communicat ion

Annual awards ceremony honoring outstanding

within the Spanish speaking community and

journalists who cover Chicago's diverse communi-

between Lat ino communities and others in

ties, along with a School of Media Arts student

the region. Est amos listos para ofrecir

scholarship. April 9, 2008

talleres en Espanol para facilitar comunicaci6n dentro la comunid hispanohablantes
y entre las comunidades Latinas y otras en
el region.
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•
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Community Media Workshop
www.newstips.org

at Columbia College Chicago I 600 S. Michigan Ave. I Chicago, IL 60605
tel: 312-344-6400 I fax: 31 2-344-6404 I Walk-in: 619 S. Wabash Ste. 201
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12 Black market U-Pass
Good guide
14 A declaration of independents
Lighten your step

15 Just rewards
Season's greenings
17 Creating change
What happened?
18 Worm's eye view
Big deal!

•

19 Boutique bonanza
66 Protest playlist
Activism occurs on many fronts these
days, from the street to the screen.
In this section, you'll find tips for
reducing your carbon footprint and
for helping out at local shelters, food
pantries and homes for the elderly.
ILLUSTRATION BY ANDREW WALENSA
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Students create an underground
economy for CTA cards BY RACHEL sTAP1NsK1
"WTB U-Pass, ideally from an AfricanAmerican female," reads a Craigslist posting. But beware of buying and selling
these transportation passes. Not only is it
against the Chicago Transit Authority's
rules; they depreciate faster than you'd
think.
"CTA will confiscate U-Pass fare cards if
it is discovered that the customer using
the pass is not the student for whom the
U-Pass was issued," says Sheila Gregory,
general manager of Public Affairs for the
CTA. If the U-PASS has been reported
stolen, penalties can include fines, court
supervision and JO to 120 hours of community service.
That hasn't stopped students from buying and selling them, however. "At least
one student has posted a flyer on campus
to sell their U-Pass," says Kari Sommers,
assistant dean of Student Life at
Columbia College Chicago.
Full-time students who are required to

pay for their U-Passes are tempted to sell
them if they don't plan to use them. " I
used my U-Pass only once, but still had to
pay the fee per semester," says Mallory
Mejia, a Columbia alumnus in music management who rode the Metra to and from
school for three years. (U-Passes are only
valid on CTA trains and buses.) "I obviously
did not get my money's worth!" Part-time
students, however, don't get U-Passes even
if they want them. Hence the market.
Buying and selling U-Passes can backfire.
If the seller drops down to part-time status or drops out of school, the pass will be
deactivated. If the ad says, "Moving: living room set, U-Pass, monitors, bed, desks
and more," beware. Also, a student can
sell his .or her pass, then report it missing
and receive a new one, leaving the buyer
with a U-don't-pass. But these concerns
don't seem to stop the sales.
"We have a very entrepreneurial student body," Sommers says. 0

W here to volunteer throughout the year
BY KRISTEN RADTKE
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Charitable giving and volunteering peaks during
December, leaving nonprofit groups and charities scrambling for replacements as jolly holiday
helpers return to business as usual. Here are
some opportunities to keep your giving spirit
alive throughout the year.

For additional
volunteer
opportunities,
visit
www.volunteer
match.com

HELP

BY

AT

FOR

CONTACT

Animals

Walking dogs

ARFhouse
Locations in Chicago

1 hour per visit, plus
orientation
•

773.305.1960

Kids

Assisting in classrooms

St. Vincent de Paul Center,
21 45 N. Halsted St., Chicago

1+ hours per visit

312.943.6776
X 2220

Hunger

Unpacking, sorting, shelving and bagging food

Common Pantry
3744 N. Darnen Ave., Chicago

2 hours per visit

773.327.0553

Homeless

Working overnight in the shelter

West Suburban Public Action to Deliver Shelter
Locations in Oak Park

4 hours per month

708.338.1 724

Elderly and
Disabled

Visiting and offering assistance on outings

Little Brothers Friends of the Elderly,
355 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago

2 to 5 hours per visit,
plus orientation

312.455.1000

Share Your Soles,
11701 S. Central Ave., Alsip

1+ hours per visit

708.448.4469

Impoverished Collecting, sorting, cleaning or boxing used shoes to
send to children in poor countries
•

z
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Of course the Columbia College Bookstore
sells textbooks, school supplies, Columbia
apparel and general reading books.
So you know, we also have:
stamps, power cords, network cables, CDRWs,
poster tack, umbrellas, batteries, combination locks,

'

snacks, MP3 players, calculators, super glue,
CliffsNotes®, cold medicine, Sports Illustrated®,
Cosmo®, gift cards and more!

Columbia
C OLLEGE

CHICAGO ! C

Columbia Bookstore

0

ett~com

ONLINE. ON CAMPUS.

624 S. Michigan· ph:312/ 427-4860 • cfollctt.com
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Local bookstore comes back from near bankruptcy
BY PIPER DANIELS
It was the night of the Lesbian
Community Cancer Project's (LCCP)
16th annual Coming Out Against
Cancer Ball. Girls in tuxedos mingled
with gals in t-shirts and tennis shoes.
Chicks with tattoos and mohawks
mixed with ladies who could double
as debutantes. Under the lavish chandeliers of the South Shore Cultural
Center, the LCCP presented one of
the evening's awards to Women and
Children First, one of the country's
largest feminist bookstores, and a pillar of Chicago's feminist and LGBT
communities.
Founded 28 years ago by college
friends Ann Christophersen and Linda
Bubon, the Andersonville bookstore is
a place where the Gores and Hillary
Clinton held their book signings, a
place where the lesbian fiction section

is adjacent to the children's section
and transgender teens peruse the
poetry section. In the city of Chicago,
there is no place like it.
But in their acceptance speech,
Christophersen and Bubon revealed
that due to financial troubles, the
store was on the bri nk of closing. The
news hung like a thick fog over the
rest of the evening.
When Christophersen and Bubon
broke the news, the community rallied, pouring into the bookstore and
ordering books online from
www.womenandchildrenfirst.com.
The LGBT newspaper Windy City
Times publicized the pending closing.
"As soon as the article came out,
people started coming in," Bubon
says. Sales increased and the doors
remained open. It was as though all

2. Dial down the heat. If you turn the thermostat down just two degrees, you can
reduce CO2 emissions by 3,000 lbs. and save $348 a ~ar.

•
6 tips for reducing your carbon footprint
BY JENNIFER STARRETT
The United States only makes up four percent of the world's population, but is
responsible for 22 percent of the world's greenhouse gas emissions, according
to www.stopglobalwarming.org.
So what can you do to reduce your personal carbon footprint? Here are six
tips from the National Resources Defense Council and Stopglobalwarming:

1. Use compact fluorescent light bulbs. They cost more initially but save you
money in the long term by using less energy. If you replace five incandescent
bulbs with fluorescent bulbs in your house, you can reduce CO2 emissions by
500 lbs. and save $100 a year.
•

ECHO

people needed was a reminder."
Advocates themselves, Bubon and
Christophersen are dedicated to the
preservation of independent bookstores. Chicago is home to dozens of
these unique places. (More than 20
are listed at www.bookweb.org.)
Christophersen, former president of
the American Booksellers Association,
knows that keeping independent bookstores open is an ongoing challenge.
"They are distinctly an endangered
species," she says. 0
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3. Shorten your shower. Almost 2/3 of all water heating costs pay for showers.
By installing just one low-flow showerhead and taking shorter showers, you can
reduce CO2 emissions by 650 lbs. and save $249 a year.
4. Trim your trash. Buy products with less packaging; recycle the packaging you
can't avoid. If you reduce your trash by just 10 percent, you can reduce CO2 emissions by 1,000 lbs.
5. Unplug everything. Even when they're off, your TY, DVD player, stereo and
computers draw some current. If you turn them off when you aren't using them
and unplug them overnight, you can reduce CO2 emissions by 1,250 lbs. and save
$256 a year.
6. Eat local. You'll support local farmers and save the cost of transporting food
(typically 1,500 miles from farm to plate). If you also strive to buy organic produce
and avoid eating out, you can reduce CO2 emissions by 9,024 lbs. a year. O

•

•
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nTensec1TY
------ ------------------A guide to the best plastic
to keep in your wallet
BY JENNIFER STARRETT

Remember t he days when clipping coupons was the main
way to save money at stores? Today, rewards cards have
replaced coupons for many savvy shoppers. Stores love
t hem because they are able to keep t rack of your spending habits. Shoppers love them because they provi de discounts. But some can liberate your wallet while others
chew holes in it. How do you t ell the difference?

BENEFIT

COST

Jewel-Osco Preferred Card

Discounts on selected items.

Free

Dominick's Fres~ Values Card

Discounts on selected items and United
frequent flyer miles.

Free

CVS ExtraCare Card

2% back on purchases, weekly specials, and
rewards points for prescriptions.

Free

STORE

•

Borders Rewards Card

$5 Borders bucks for every $150 you spend
and weekly coupons sent via email. Note: The
coupons can't be used in the cafe or for
DVDs. Borders bucks expire one month from
issue date.

Free

Barnes &Noble Member Card

10% off everything, including discounted
items, CDs and cafe purchases. 20% off list
price adult hardcover books and 40% off list
price hardcover bestsellers.

$25

Blockbuster Rewards Card

Free rentals after a certain number of paid
rentals.

Varies by sign up location;
Chicago is $9.95 per year

Petco P.A.L.S. Card

Discounts on products, coupons via email,
and points toward free food and grooming.

Free

PetSmart Petperks Card

Discounts and email offers. Birthday cards on
your pet's special day.

Free

Blick Art Materials
Preferred Customer Card

10% off non-sale items, email offers and
event information.

Free for students &
teachers, $1 Oall others

Utrecht ArtSmart Card

Discounts, email offers, coupons, and the
ability to load it with money.

Free
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Green roofs, new trees, planters full of flowers. Evidence of
Chicago going green is all around. Here are three prop-worthy
innovations:

u

~

0

u

I-GO cars. Why own a car when you can share one? For a $75 membership fee, you can join I-GO Car Sharing, a nonprofit company that
has a special $2 5 membership program for college students .
.
www. ,gocars. org

z

T hree environmental
trends we love
BY JENNIFER STARRETT

Solar-powered trash cansneed to •
be emptied less often, saving gas
and landfill space.

Hybrid buses. The Chicago Transit Authority's new diesel-electric
hybrid buses reduce emissions up to 90 percent. As Echo goes to press,
the CTA has 20 new hybrid buses and plans to buy 650 to replace its
aged gas-powered fleet. www.transitchicago.com
Solar-powered trash cans. The solar-powered batteries in the
BigBelly Solar trash compactors allow a standard-size bin to hold 160
gallons of trash before it needs to be emptied.

www.seahorsepower.com 8
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What would Columbia students do to improve our city?
BY MICHAELS. MARA

PORTRAITS: NICOLAS CASSARA

BUILDINGS: DANA SIMPSON

As Chicago endeavors to prove itself the ideal location for the
2016 Olympics, the Echo staff decided to solicit some student
input. Here's what students said in response to the question, "If
you could change something about Chicago, what would it be?"
VALENTINO BURNEY, senior,
Arts, Entertainment and Media Management
A: The police: "The police need to stop racial profiling
everyone."
STEPHANIE BAGDASARIAN, sophomore,
Fashion Design/Photography
A: Long intervals between buses: "After sitting in class all
day, the last thing you want to do is have to stand around
waiting for the bus."
CANDACE PIERCE, junior, Journalism
A: Garbage and grime on the CTA: "The CTA is filthy. If
they cleaned it up a little bit, I think that people would
feel more comfortable riding it."
KEN KARCZEWSKI, junior, Journalism
A: Sparse and expensive parking: "There should be more
parking meters on the main streets."

I

WHAT
HAPPENED?
A minute-by-minute
recap of 9/ 11
BY PIPER DANIELS

GABRIEL PALMQUIST, sophomore, Cultural Studies
A: The number of green spaces: "There is too much concrete. There is nowhere to sit in a park and just relax."
RACHEL NIELSEN, junior, Marketing Communications
A: Gentrification: "I feel that we should give opportunities
to families that are less fortunate to live wherever they
like."
DANIELLE DESJARDINS, junior, Journalism
A: The cost of living: "I feel like I spend my entire life at
work just to afford it."
CHUCK WU, senior, Photography
A: Gas prices: "The gas prices are too high but the government knows we are willing to pay for it."
LISA BUER, junior, Cultural Studies
A: The smoking ban:
"It's discriminating against a lifestyle."
NEAL CHAMBERS, freshman, Illustration
A: The way taxis drive: "They are always
weaving in and out of the middle lane.
It's not safe, especially if they have passengers in the car. You would expect
them to know since they are driving
all day long." 8

Since September 11, 2001, the
world has accumulated several versions of the day's events, including
the official report issued in 2004 by
President George W. Bush's 9/1 1
Commission. While some feel the
report was thorough, others believe
it unleashed a virtual Pandora's box
brimming over with more questions. Inspired by the curiosity
engendered by the report and the
public debate surrounding it,
Stanford alumnus and researcher
Paul Thompson pieced together his
own version of events. Using more
than 5,000 facts and articles from
public news media, Thompson created the Complete 911 Timeline,
for which he was included in
Esquire magazine's "Genius" issue.
If you're looking for a one-stopshop for all that information, check
it out for yourself at www.cooperativeresearch.org 8
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Give a new life to those table scraps
You probably already know about the
virtues of composting. But if you
don't have a backyard site for a compost pile, don't try worming your way
out of recycling your table scraps.
Instead, try vermicomposting, a simple
system in which worms do all the
hard work. Even if you don't have a
garden to spread the compost on, you
can put it at the bases of trees in your
neighborhood.
"The chance to participate in the
overlooked part of the cycle of liferot and decay leading to fertility and
new life-is invaluable," says former
Chicagoan Jay Salinas, co-director and
commercial urban agriculture coordinator for Growing Power Milwaukee.
The non-profit organization inspires

communities to build sustainable food
systems that are equitable and ecologically sound. After all, according
to Darwin, 'Every fertile grain of soil
has passed at least once through the
gut of an earthworm,"' Salinas says.
You can buy a system for about
$160 at www.urbancomposting.com
or build your own with Growing
Power's instructions.
11

0

Buy two 17-gallon opaque
Rubbermaid or Sterilite storage bins
with lids.

0

Punch holes in each bin's top for
air and bottom for drainage. Place the
bins on large trays.

8

Mix together one part vegetable
scraps and three parts shredded paper

BYKIMDR1scoLL

in the first bin. Cover with damp
newspaper. Store in a warm, dark
place, like under your sink or in the
basement. This mixture will heat up
slightly as the bacteria go to work. In
a few weeks, your bin will be 3/4 full
of raw compost.

0

Add a couple pounds of Red
Wigglers, available from a bait store or
from www.growingpower.org. Turn
over the mixture about once a week
and keep it moist by adding water.
Pour back any liquid that drains onto
the tray.

0

Repeat step #3 in the second bin.

Place a piece of window screen on
top of the vermicompost. Remove a
few handfuls of unfinished compost
from the second bin and place it on
top of the screen. The worms will
move to the new food. In a couple of
days, carefully lift the screen with the
compost and worms, and place this
mixture into the second bin.

0

Use the contents of the first bin
to fertilize plants outside and begin
again.
"Vermicompost is an amazing product, Salinas says. But once you start,
you have to keep up with the worms.
"You're in it for the long haul." G
11

0

After about three months, the
first bin will have about 30 pounds of
vermicompost and lots of worms.

Living large just got a whole lot easier

CD ECHO
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Where can you find an airline seat
wide enough for a bigger booty? Or
dress shirts that fit comfortably
around a thicker neck? How about a
plus-size ballet? Ladies and gentlemen, let us introduce
www.PlusSizeYellowPages.com.
PlusSizeYellowPages.com provides a
list of activities, resources, health
products, fitness options, and clothing
sources for plus-size women, men,
and children. It aims to "bridge the

void between plus-size buyers and
sellers to help plus-size people feel
hope that they can find what they
need for self-care and self-confidence.
Kelly Bliss, a lifestyle coach for plussize women since 1986, created the
site. The site offers coupons as well as
a free download of the entire document. Paperback copies cost $27 .1 O
(with shipping), and can be ordered at
www.kellybliss.com. G
11

Just because New York and
Los Angeles have Fashion
Week doesn't mean they're
the only cities with style.
This may be the Second City,
but these five native
Chicago shops are first rate.

on't overlook
these fabulous
fashion finds
BY KELLY MELLOTT

•

PENELOPE'S
1913 W. Division St.
773.395.2351
www.penelopeschicago.com
This hipster boutique in the upand-coming Ukrainian Village is
full of unique finds, including oneof-a-kind jewelry pieces from local
crafters. Check out its online blog
for featured products.
His shirt by Dunderdon: $88
Her coat by Plastic Island: $264
ACTIVE ENDEAVORS
853 W. Armitage Ave.
773.281.8100
www.activeendeavors.com
Come here for an "urban
couture" look and for pieces that
everyone won't already be
wearing. Carrying the lesserknown designers, this store can be
a little pricey on regular priced
items; make sure to come in for
the sales.
His jeans by Simon Miller: $275
Her sweater dress by Alisha
Levine: $273

BONNIE & CLYDE'S
1751 W. Div ision St.
773.235.2680
www.bonnie-clydes.net
A little bit dark and a little bit
trashy (but in a good way), Bonnie
& Clyde's is the place to score
distinctive apparel you won't find
anywhere else in Chicago. Listen
up, Project Runway fans: Jeffrey
Sebelia's line is available here.
His coat by European
Culture: $380
AKIRA
122 S. State St.
312.346.3034
(other locations, too)
www.akirachicago.com
Akira is the place for affordable
dresses and tops for a night out.
Akira's shoe boutiques are the best
places in the city to find unique
and hard-to-find brands. And if
you're looking to spend some big
bucks, Akira has a perfect
selection of designer gear.
His shoes by Reebok: $169
Her booties by Pink Studio: $99

CRISTINE BURKUN

STAMP LAYS
1371 E. 53rd St.
773.241.6200
www.stamplaysalon.com
This Hyde Park gem is full of
funky stuff, from designer jeans
(at amazing prices) to unbeatable
accessories. Stamp Lays completes
the package with menswear, an
"executive salon" and just about
the friendliest staff around.
Her Hobo Bag: $110. G
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chewing gum. It's also
the only gum made

with a tree sap called chicle, which
actively aids rainforest conservation
in Central America. Harvesting chicle
provides a sustainable source of
income for forest-dwellers, and ~
incentive to keep the
trees standing.
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Available at
Columbia College
vending machines,
Whole Foods,
and Trader Joe 's.
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FOR THE
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www.gleegum.com
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The Dirty Dozen
EAT ORGANIC ALL THE TIME
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Apples
Cherries
Grapes
Nectarines
Peaches
Pears
Lettuce
Strawberries
Bell peppers
Celery
Potatoes
Spinach

The Clean 13
CONVENTIONAL IS OK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bananas
Kiwis
Mangos
Papaya
Pineapples
Asparagus
Avocados
Broccoli
Cauliflower
Corn
Onions
Peas

Source: Environmental Working Group

When you can't
buy organic
• Buy in season. The farther fruits and vegetables are shipped, the more pesticides
are used to keep them fresh.
• Don't eat the tops and outer parts of leafy
vegetables, which often contain the largest
amount of pesticides.
• Peel fruit whenever possible, but be aware
that many nutrients also reside in the skin.
• Be diverse. Eating a variety of produce lowers the likelihood of ingesting large
amounts of a single pesticide.

fa ECHO
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Which organic foods are worth the extra cost?
BY KRISTEN RADTKE

Standing in the produce department, I weighed my
op ·o . I could buy one organic cucumber or three
regul
cumbers for the same price. My fridge and
ank: ecount were nearly empty. What was the difference? Were a few pesticides really going to kill me?
According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
the federal agency that sets national standards for
organic foods, "Organic food is produced by farmers
who emphasize the use of renewable resources and
the conservation of soil and water to enhance environmental quality for future generations." This
means that meat, poultry and eggs come from animals raised without antibiotics or growth hormones,
and produce is grown without the use of
chemical pesticides or synthetic fertilizers.
The amount of chemicals found in conventionally grown food varies widely
depending on the product and its origins,
so you can only be sure a food is pesticide-free if you buy organic. But since
organic food can cost twice as much as its
conventional counterpart, health-conscious consumers on a budget need to
make some choices as they peruse the
produce.
Studies about the effects of chemical
pesticide residues are mixed. Small
amounts of pesticides probably don't
pose an immediate threat to human
health, but the accumulation over time
may contribute to a host of illnesses,
from neurological problems to cancer.
And there's plenty of evidence for the
harmful effects pesticide and fertilizer
use on the environment and on the
health of farm workers and wildlife,
according to the Natural Resources
Defense Council.
But if an entirely organic diet is
unrealistic for your budget, here's a
guide to picking and choosing. The
Environmental Working Group has
designated 12 foods the "Dirty
Dozen." These are products that
should always be purchased organic.
Other foods can safely be consumed
conventionally, and the rest are up
to your discretion. 0

Organic eggs: $4.49
Farm fresh eggs: $2.99
What's a hungry
college student
to do?

HovV to impress your
special someone for
next to nothing
BY PIPER DANIELS

flick over free popcorn. Matinees are $8 and students can always get in for $9.

Chicago is an intricate city. Hidden in its
nooks and crannies are hundreds of activities and
bargains. But where do you take that special someone when you've exhausted your options and your
checkbook? Here are three impressive dates that
won't leave you worrying your card will be declined.
SECOND DATE: Action and adventure
Start out skating at Millennium Park, where iceskating is free and skate rental is $9. Worried you're
no Michelle Kwan? Falling on your butt shows
you're able to laugh at yourself, and holding onto
each other for balance may bring you and your date
closer together.
By now you've probably
McCormick Tribune worked up an appetite. A
picnic can be both thrifty
Plaza & Ice Rink
and romantic. If the weathMichigan Avenue
er permits, come prepared
& Washington St.
Through March 16
with a bag of healthy homemade snacks. If you'd rather
Zapatista
have a real dining experi1307 S. Wabash Ave. ence, stop for the $5 brunch
312.435.1307
at Zapatista.
.
If you've still got your
iO Theater
date's attention by the
-~·' 3541 N. Clark St.
evening, alleviate some of
\.w'WW,iochicago.net
the conversational pressure
•••
by seeing a free show at the
.

h,.

iO Theater (formerly known as the
Improv Olympics). Some shows require
crowd participation, allowing you to get
clever and closer together. Call ahead or
check on1ine for specific shows and times.
EVENING DATE: Karma and popcorn
When you're comfortable together, shake things up a
bit. Show your partner you are uber-aware by attending the Meditation for World Peace at Brahma
Kumaris Raja Yoga Meditation Center on Thursday
from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. and spend time caring about
the universe together. It
Brahma Kumaris
won't cost you a penny.
Raja Yoga
Feeling less Zen and more
Meditation Center
feisty? Visit Lincoln Park's
120 S. State St.
Weiner's Circle on a week9th floor
end night. The staff is sassy
chicago@us.bkwsu.org
and you can watch people
shout at one another over
The Weiners Circle
hot dogs and milkshakes
2622 N. Clark St.
until the wee hours. For
773.477.7444
about $20, two people can
eat well and get their
Tuesdays
aggression out.
Kerasotes City
Dinner and a movie is a
North 14
timeless dating ritual. Head
2600 N. Western Ave.
to Kerasotes City North 14
Chicago, IL 60647
and discuss the twists and
773.394.1600
turns of your new favorite

SPECIAL CELEBRATION: Sky, earth and sea
Starry nights are romantic, but afternoons are intimate and offer some great savings. You can travel
together through the Milky Way at the Adler
Planetarium for $10 a person. Outside, you can take
in one of the best views of Chicago. Earn extra points
with your loved one by learning the names of the
constellations in advance at www.sorosy.com.
If you're feeling more grounded, the Lincoln Park
Conservatory is a great place to escape the winter.
Lush with tropical plants, it will transport you and
your partner to another season. Admission is free.
Delight your date with dinner at Tokyo Marina, an
affordable little Andersonville spot that offers amazing sushi. The atmosphere is cozy and familiar, and
the view is perfect for watching the world go by. If
sushi isn't appealing,
Adler Planetarium &
nearby Kopi Cafe was
Astronomy Museum
made for travelers. Dream
1300 S. Lake Shore Dr.
about where you will go
312.922.STAR
together at this bohemian
cafe/boutique that offers
Lincoln Park
excellent
vegetarian
Conservatory
options. Either place will
2391 N. Stockton Ave.
cost you roughly $30 for
312.742.7736
two.
After your romantic
Tokyo Marina
meal, you should both be
5058 N. Clark St.
seeing fireworks. With the
773.878.2900
river beneath you, huddle
close and watch the exploKopi Cafe
sions bloom across a win5317 N. Clark St.
ter sky over Lake
773.989.5674
Michigan. The pyrotechnics are free, and sure to
Light Nights on the
produce sparks between
Magnificent Mile
the two of you. Check
Jan. 13 to March 3
times at www.themagnifiwww. themagnifi
centmile.com
centmile.com. 0
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A. Hop on the next train.
B. Tell her she needs to understand that school and

Take our quiz and find out
Are you a dominator or a doormat? Do you fight to

the death to get your way or cave under the pressure
of others? Relationships sometimes are an endless
tug-of-war. Take this quiz to see where you fall on the
rope.

0

You're assigned to work on a class project with a
student you don't know. He tells you he's got a lot on
his plate so you have to take on the bulk of the workload. You ...
A. Say you understand and do most of the project by

work are your priorities.
C. Commit to visit her at last three times a semester.
BYMICHAELS.MARA

0You're helping a friend apply for internships when
you discover he's applying for the same one you're
hoping to get. You ...
A. Apply for another internship and help your friend

land this one.
B. Bad mouth your friend to the person who is interviewing you.
C. Tell your friend that you're both applying and agree
not to let the outcome affect your friendship.

0

yourself.
B. Refuse, then complain to your instructor and
request a new partner.
C. Tell him you won't do his work for him but will help
out if he needs assistance.

You're about to leave work for the day when your
boss dumps a project on your desk that's due the next
day. You're exhausted and all you want to do is go
home. You ...
A. Accept that you have to stay late and do the work.
B. Lie to your boss and claim to have a prior obligation

f) Your friend is in a funk after being dumped by her

that evening.
C. Ask your boss if you could come to work early the
next day to complete the project instead.

significant other. You want to support her, but after
two weeks of listening to her complain, you start to
become irritated. You ...
A. Swallow your annoyance and let your friend contin-

ue grieving out loud.
B. Tell her to get a grip because you're sick of hearing
about her pain.
C. Say you understand ho"v she feels and suggest she
get help overcoming her loss.

8

You see a close friend's significant other cheating
on him. You ...
A. Say nothing and pretend it never happened.

B. Immediately call your close
friend and break the bad news.
C. Confront your friend's significant other and tell her
she needs to come clean.
If she refuses, you'll
tell your close
friend yourself.

0

You lend your
car to a friend.
When she returns it,
the rear bumper is
damaged. She says
she can't afford the full
repair costs but can pay
half. You ...
A. Split the cost of the repair.

B. Insist she pay the full amount.
C. Offer to set up a payment plan
so she can reimburse you completely over time.

•
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0

Your significant other wants to be with you 24fl.
You don't want to hurt his feelings, but you need
some time with your other friends. You ...
A. Stick around and pretend you're fine with it.
B. Tell him he's suffocating you and you need your space.
C. Say you're going out with your friends and he's wel-

come to come or to spend time with his other friends.

0

You and your significant other have spent half an
hour at the video store looking for a movie you both
want to watch. You can't agree on one. You ...
A. Put your movie back and rent what she wants.
B. Whine about how badly you have wanted to see your

selection until she gives in.
C. Keep looking for a movie you'll both enjoy.

0

Your mom has been complaining
that you don't come home enough.
You're very busy with school, work
and friends. You ...

~Your friend was evicted for getting behind on her
rent. She asks to stay with you until she gets back on
her feet. You are leery because she is unemployed and
her apartment was always a mess. You ...
A. Allow her to move in, mooch off you and make a

pigsty of your apartment.
B. Refuse and tell her she is on her own.
C. Agree to let her move in for a specified time provided she follows some ground rules, such as contributing
toward rent and helping keep the place clean. 0
ANSWERS: Give yourself one point for
every A, two points for every B, and three
points for every C. Add up your results and
check your compromise type below.

10- 16: You're more flexible than Gumby! You
probably want to make others happy and avoid
confrontation, but it is okay to say "no" from time
to time.
17- 23: You're more rigid than rebar! You have no
problem standing your ground, but you need to
be more open to other people's needs and ideas.
24-30: You're Dr. Phil! You're a master of finding
the middle ground.

Some frank advice for
talking about fetishes
BY DANA NELSON

Ever wanted to wear a latex bodysuit in the bedroom
bu "veren't sure how your lover would take it?
Fe~hes are sticky subjects even for the most eloquent co wersationalists, especially when it comes to
letting tliat sweet, innocent significant other know
that you want something a little kinky. Here are a few
tips from Chicago sex therapist Kimberly Sharky on
making your fantasies reality.

DO: Tell your partner what you like in the bedroom.
.
.
..
"
"Start the conversation on sex 1n a pos1t1ve way,
Sharky says. Let your partner know how much you
appreciate the way she touches you and then mention how sexy she'd look in a tiger costume.
~

DON'T: Tell your partner they suck at sex.
Telling your partner you hate how vanilla he is will
just turn him off and make him insecure. Let him in
on your fantasies while reassuring him that you love
your sex life now.

DO: Be understanding if your partner is hesitant.
Not eve1yone is going to be gung-ho for getting tied
up, so it's important to understand that stretching
out of a comfort zone isn't easy. "For all the ways that
sex is thrown in our face these days, I think people
still have rigid ideas about what sex is supposed to
be," Sharky says.

DON'T: Refuse sex until your partner is willing to
give in to your fetish.
"If you're that person who really wants to try that
particular thing, you can almost feel robbed of your
erotic pleasure," Sharky says. But creating tension in
your relationship could lead to the end of the relationship entirely.
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DO: Compromise.

DO: Slowly incorporate similar alternatives.

DO: Be ready to settle for less than everything.

There are many ways to make both people happy,
whether it's fulfilling your partner's fantasies, or just
coming home on time or doing chores she has been
begging you to complete. The more you give, the
more you can expect to get in return.

"Suggest something that's a segue into that world,"
Sharky says. "It's a little easier than saying 'I want to
go to a dungeon tomorrow. Do you want to go?"'
That kind of urgency doesn't give your partner
enough time to adjust to the idea.

DON'T: Make the fetish all about yourself.

DON'T: Expect your partner to go all the way right

Problems can arise in a relationship if only one person's fantasies are fulfilled. Sure, you could be having
a great time licking his feet, but he may start to feel
objectified if his needs are unfulfilled. Don't forget
that your partner has needs and desires too!

away.
Most people will need some time getting used to the
idea of crushing cockroaches in high heels. Take
baby steps toward the bigger fetish and let your partner control how far and how fast you go.

If you're all hot and bothered for a threesome, you
could try watching or reading threesome porn or
including it in the way you talk dirty to your partner.
Just because your partner doesn't want to do it, that
doesn't mean it can't be played out in other ways.
"Some fantasies don't have to be acted out; they can
just be kept as fantasies," Sharky says. 0
•
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Good'sof Evanston
is pleased to introduce the latest
innovation in creative tools: the Good's Student Shopper Card.
In the skilled handsof an artist, this tool can be used for many things.
For example, it can serve as astraight-edge when drawing, as a rib when sculpting,
or asa palette knife for "lifting-off" paint.
More importantly, in the hands of a Student Shopper member, it can also be used
to reduce the price of art materials. Present your Columbia College student ID

when you sign up for a Good's Student Shopper Card and you'll receive
'

10% OFF on in-stock, non-sale merchandise everyday.

Good's of Evanston
714 Main Street in Evanston
847-864-0001
www.goodsofevanston.com
Open Sunday 11 -6, Weekdays 9-8, Sat urday 9-6

•

•

BY PIPER DANIELS

Daniela Olszvveska and John Cummins are talented
up-and-coming poets. Both call Columbia College
their alma mater, Olszweska having attended as an
undergraduate and Cummins as a graduate student
in Colun1bia's highly respected poetry program. They
represent a new generation of poets who are capable
of bringing this supposedly dwindling art form into
•
the 21st Century.
"I think that you get a lot of poets writing very inaccessible poems because, well, they can. The thinking
is that no one (besides other poets) is going to read
your poems anyway, so, you might as well be as
obtuse as your little poetic heart desires."
-DANIELA OLSZWESKA

"There are people who can write a poem so clear
and level that you can walk across it like it were a
glass bridge. It transports you over something. I
haven't built a bridge in a long time. Self-servingly,
I'd argue that the word "accessibility" is a red herring; it's whether a poem can move people, that's
the issue I think is more pertinent."
- JOHN CUMMINS

The Children's Zoo

AFTER TADEUSZ MAKOWSKI

They built it inside an abandoned beige bag.
Cigar halves and paper clips ballet-twisted
into end autumn trees. A tribute to the merits
of carpentry, scientific nomenclature.
A rabbit reeking of vinegar. A depressed crosshatched corner of just hatchedling bed. A shadow
of a fawn. A stork glowing pill-white against
dung-shadedness. Eggs breaking all over the place.
The children eyed spookily saucer blank and black.
They wore gold-threaded dunce caps, sucked on toffeeflavored pellets. Cut their hands on the circular blade
of the ticket-taker. Small window oxidation.
Sepia engendering the spread of unfashionable diseases
betwixt the amateur zoologists and their Noah's Ark
catalog. While the chaperone, potentate in furs sweaty
with -nologies, ossifies the bone structures.
- DANIELA OLSZWESKA
WINTER SPRING 2008
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A local dance
troupe brings
science to life
BY DANA NELSON

Remelj.llber Shakespeare's classic play about strongly
~ttracted lovers who are forced to break apart by a
fal'll,il feud? When the children's dance troupe
Stairway to the Stars performs its version of Romeo
and Juliet, h_e lovers are Sodium and Chlorine, who
together create salt. Then water comes between
them, dissolving their bond.
With help from the Institute for Science Education
and Science Communication at Columbia College
Chicago, the troupe acts out scientific concepts such
as nuclear chain reactions, the depletion of the ozone

layer, the three states of matter, the transmission of
AIDS and chemical bonds. The scientific concepts
are told as the plays' narrations.
Audiences understand the dances on both levels.
"They get it right away," says Heidi BaumannRenteria, the dance instructor and choreographer
who came up with the concept 16 years ago while
taking a chemistry class at Columbia and teaching at
the Maywood Fine Arts Center. For her final class
project, she had her students perform a dance on
chemical bonds. Thrilled by the performance, the
Science Institute applied for grants to expand the
program.
"We recognized that science could be communicated in a lot of different mediums and different audiences learn science in different ways," says Zafra
Lerman, head of the Science Institute and distinguished professor of science and public speaking.
In another dance, three students represent the
three states of matter. One floats around the stage as
Gas; one flows as Water; one stands still as Solid. A
little boy falls in love with each of the states of matter, only to have them change form. Finally he realizes that they are different forms of the same thing.
The group has gained national fame for its performances. Its videos have aired on CNN, ABC and
NBC, as well as international television programs in
China, South Africa and Cuba. Back in Chicago, the
group has performed at meetings of the American
Chemical Society, in public schools and at sciencebased conferences, helping the professionals learn
new ways of visualizing scientific concepts.
"Teaching the kids how to use their bodies to jump
is teaching them about how a spring works," says
Dionne Champion, the founder of DancExcel in
Gary, Ind. who also brings science and math into her
teaching. "It's about the art of discovery. Any time
they can make a connection between something
they're learning in school and something they're
learning through dance, it just helps them get a deeper understanding of their world." C)

WATCH LIST 5 FILMS THAT SHAPED AMERICA
BY KRISTEN RADTKE

Cinema has grappled with social issues since its
inception. Long before audiences were jarred by
racial stereotypes in Crash or shaken by global
warming in An Inconvenient Truth, films exposed
issues like-the Holocaust, gang violence and segregation, awakening audiences with stark portrayals of
formerly unseen subjects. Although the movies
themselves couldn't change social policy or end
injustice, the people who watched them could.
Susan Doll, writer and researcher at Facets MultiMedia, a Chicago-based organization that focuses on
artistically important movies often outshined by
blockbuster hits, identifies these as five of cinema's
most culturally significant films.
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I Am a Fugitive from
a Chain Gang
Director: Melvyn LeRoy, 1932

The chain gang system,
comprised of prisoners
bound together and forced
to do hard labor, was widely
used in southern states in
the early 1900s. This movie,
based on a book by an
escaped prisoner who was on set during production
and hidden from authorities, made a lasting impression on audiences nationwide. "This type of publicity stirred up audiences to speak out against chain
gangs,"Doll says, though it would be another decade
before they were abolished.

The Great Dictator
Director: Charlie Chaplin,
1940

Prior to World War II, the
American public was largely
""""'...I unaware of the threat posed
by Adolf Hitler. In The
Great Dictator, Chaplin
mockingly plays a "Hitlerlike figure, boldly lampooning him as a way to undermine his authority and
image as a leader," says Doll. The film's discrete
mention of gas chambers was the first time most
Americans learned that they were in use.

H ow to get your book in print before you die
"Create and print your own book now!"
"Book publishing in 4 to 6 weeks!"
"Fast & affordable book publishing
service. Download free guide now!"

<ls ai ed at amateur writers fill the Yellow Pages
nd Int net search engines, but how do publishing
hope ls avigate through an industry of rejected
manu crip.:::::, cutthroat competition, agents and editors? David Lazar and Michael Bartlett, two published Columbia professors, share their insights,
experiences and accomplishments.
TIP #1: Be prepared for a long process

When Lazar's manuscript was named first runner-up
in the Association of Writers and Writing Programs
award series, he was certain its publication was in
the bag. Instead, it went through eight years of
recrafting and reworking before The Body of
Brooklyn, a collection of personal essays, was published.
Lazar, director of Columbia's Creative Nonfiction
program, is not lacking in credentials. He completed
the first doctoral program in creative nonfiction in
the country. Four of his essays have been named
Notable Essays of the Year by Best American Essays.
His work has appeared in countless prominent liter•
ary magazines.
So what hope is there for the sweaty palmed manuscripts of young, unknown writers?
There is no way around it-books require stamina,
says Bartlett, journalism professor and author of
numerous sports anthologies. This is evident from
the start of the process. Book proposals are so com-

plicated, Bartlett jokes that it's a publishing conspiracy to discourage writers from submitting their manuscripts.
"It's a tough [industry] and the competition is
incredible," Bartlett says. "[Publishing houses] get
hundreds of queries."
TIP #2: Know the industry

The vast majority of book publishing houses are in
New York, says Bartlett, so it's easy to overlook other
publishing opportunities. University presses, for
example, are more accessible, Lazar says. Most have
a range of specialties, so it's important that unsolicited writers research and find the best fit for their
manuscript.
Trade presses, which are industry-specific publishing houses, often print in greater quantities, but
some don't look at unsolicited manuscripts, which
means writers need agents to represent them.
Self-publishing, a process that requires nothing
more than the author and a manufacturing company, is another option - one that Lazar warns can be
dangerous. Though
self - publishing
requires no proposals,
Industry info on
agents or time-conrecent book deals:
suming industry formalities, these books
Publisher's Weekly
are more difficult to sell
www.publishers
weekly.com
and often are not taken
seriously. The avenue is
Publisher's Lunch
being traveled more
UI/\A/IAl,publishersmarket
frequently, especially
place.com/lunch/free
in the genre of poetry,
but as a general rule
Lazar advises against it.

BY KRISTEN RADTKE

TIP #3: Showcase your expertise

Lazar's first book, a collection of interviews with
M.F.K. Fisher, whose personal essays use food as the
ostensible subject, was published almost immediately after he proposed it. Lazar said he wrote a proposal to the University Press of Mississippi, saying, "I've
done the largest series of interviews anyone has ever
done with M.F.K. Fisher."
One of the biggest factors in the success of a proposal is proving the writer's qualifications. It is more
difficult for young writers to pitch book ideas
because they have less experience, says Bartlett. "It's
all about credentials."
TIP #4: Understand the role of agents

Some bigger publishing houses won't look at unsolicited manuscripts, which means an agent needs to
represent the author and their work. This takes 15
percent of your profit and puts it in an agency's pocket, but the fee is often worth it.
Agents are "inside the walls," says Bartlett, and
have an intimate knowledge of the publishing industry. Agents are often former book editors and understand how these editors think and work. Editors
respect successful agent's insights and are likely to be
more open to proposals from writers they represent.
•
To get acquainted with this aspect of publishing,
Bartlett recommends researching agencies' requirements and areas of interest to develop a firm understanding of the industry before beginning a project.
Getting published without an agent is more difficult but not impossible. Bartlett successfully completed his first two books without one. "If you can
make friends with an editor, you can go around the
agent," Bartlett says. "Publishing houses are not
adverse to this at all, and it saves you money."0

Bambi

The Defiant Ones

Alien

Director: David Hand, 1942

Director: Stanley Kramer
1958

Director: Ridley Scott, 1979

This classic animated film
has entertained audiences
for generations. Though
rarely seen as a daring cinematic venture, Bambi is an
· allegorical film meant to
teach children how to cope
··
with the death of a parent.
"No studio today would have the guts to make this
cartoon," says Doll. "Few films can match the power
of the scene in which Bambi's mother dies."

Racial segregation was a hot
button issue in the late
1950s, when debate raged
about integration and race
relations. "[The Defiant
Ones] helped persuade
- ~ white audiences that integration was the answer," says Doll, noting that
Stanley Kramer produced a variety of socially significant films during the era.

Sigourney Weaver's character, Ripley, brandishes
weapons without jeopardizing her female identity or
intelligence. "Few studios
today would make a film
with a strong female lead,
unless she was overly masculine or turned into an ironic, postmodern protagonist," Doll says. Today, "Films with female leads are
marginalized as 'chick flicks' by the critics and the
industry, which-by the very name-implies they are
films that males will not like." 0
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NICHOLAS SPENCE

Speak up at public
hearings and meetings
The public is only allowed to speak up once a year
before the Chicago City Council during its annual
budget meeting, but other committee meetings and
public hearings are open for public comment. Check
the City Council calendar for committee meetings,
where ordinances are developed and debated. Visit
www.chicityclerk.com/citycouncil/calendar.html for
a complete list of meetings.
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Join committees,
boards or commissions
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Citizens who join Chicago committees, boards and
commissions can make an impact. For example, if
you're concerned about constitutional rights, you can
join the Chicago Committee to Defend the Bill of
Rights and help keep the government in check. Care
about public safety? Join the Chicago Crime
Commission and protest gun violence in your community. Involvement with a government group is a
good way to debate the issues and learn about the
process of creating laws.
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How
to
become
•
•
a voice 1n
local politics
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Intern with an alderman
or city office
If you want to change the system, first figure out how
it works. Internships offer you the opportunity to
learn how the government functions and rub elbows
with public officials. Applications for student interns
are accepted at www.cityofchicago.org/careerworks.

BY DANA NELSON
I

You don't have to travel around the world, speak at
: rotests, or call the president to make a difference.
1.ctivism can be most effective on the local level.
I Iere are some tips for getting involved from David
Kedlawsk, a professor of political science at the
l'niversity of Iowa and an advocate of service-based
learning.

Call and write to your alderman
about issues you care about.

Become informed

Aldermen pay more attention to people who make
the effort, Redlawsk says. They also realize that those
people represent a larger number of constituents
who feel the same way.

If you don't know much about the issues in your local
government, call your alderman, part of whose job
description is to provide information to constituents,
Redlawsk says.

Get involved with special interest
groups or start your own

..

Vote

l?terest groups allow you to find a topic you're passionate about and pursue it through the twists and
turns of the government legislature. For example, if
?'~u are concerned about the cost of housing, you can
Join an affordable housing advocacy group and help
lobby for reasonable rent. If there is no group related to your interests, consider starting one in your
community or on campus. Redlawsk encourages the
stud~?t governments of different colleges and universities to work together. "If people talk across campuses, they may find points of agreement and issues
that are in common."

Students' concerns are sometimes ignored because
they are seen as transient and less likely to vote,
Redlawsk says. Show government officials that you
care about local politics and want to be represented
when they vote on issues that affect you, which are
likely to be local issues. "Most people think the
national political stuff is the sexy, interesting stuff,"
Redlawsk says."But the stuff that affects you in your
daily life, now as a student and later as a member of
a community, happens in a local city council." G
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Rabarberpaj

Chicago-based consulate staff
dish on their favorite desserts
BY MARIA PALAZZOLO AND RACHEL STAPINSKI
PHOTOS BY NICOLAS CASSARA

Skipping dinner and heading straight for dessert? We asked the staff at
Chicago-based consulates to name the best desserts from their homelands, and we added a few of our favorite international sweets.

RAVISHING RABARBERPAJ
"The dessert that we consider the best in Sweden is
rhubarb pie," says a representative of the staff of the
Consulate General of Sweden. Unlike conventional
pie, Swedish rhubarb pie, rabarberpaj, has crumble
dough, known as smuldeg, made of wheat flour,
sugar and butter. The rhubarb and sugar filling create a thick sauce and a delightful sweet and sour
combination. According to the Swedish Consulate,
"All of the ingredients can be bought here in Chicago,
but not the pie itself."
Rabarberpaj

From the Consulate General of Sweden
Ingredients:
Filling:
3 stems rhubarb
2 Tbs. potato starch
5 Tbs. sugar
Dough:
11/2 cups flour

3/4 cup sugar
3/4 cup butter or margarine

AMAZING ANIMITSU

BEAUTIFUL BARFI

"Our traditional dessert is animitsu with red bean
paste," says Hin1izu Wakami, Outreach Coordinator
for the Consulate General of Japan. Animitsu is an
elaborate fruit cocktail. It combines canned peaches,
pears, oranges, cherries and pineapple chunks with
cubes of agar gelatin made from sea,-veed, flavored
with lemon juice or green tea, and adzuki beans that
when boiled with sugar, form a black syrup that is
drizzled over the top. Served cold.

Barfi is a bar cookie that tastes just like a Brach's
Neapolitan candy or Spumoni ice cream. It comes in
many flavors: pistachio, almond, cashew, fig,
coconut and mango. "There are great Pakistani
owned sweet shops on Devon. You will see a great
variety," says a representative of the Consulate
General of Pakistan.

Mitsuwa Marketplace, 100 E. Algonquin Rd.,
Arlington Heights, IL. ($3 to $4 each)

e
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King Sweets, 2308 W. Devon Ave. and Tahoora,
2345 W. Devon Ave. ($6 to $7.25 lb.)

Preheat oven to 425 degrees. Cut rhubarb in quarter-inch chunks. Place in a greased baking pan.
Sprinkle with potato starch and 5 Tbs. sugar. In a
separate bowl, mix flour and sugar. Cut in the butter
or margarine to yield a grainy texture. Cover the
rhubarb with the dough. Bake for 20 minutes or until
the crust is golden brown. Serve with heavy cream,
vanilla sauce or vanilla ice cream.

Our favorites
GREECE

Taralli

TANTALIZING TARALLI
From Francesca Manzella
Taralli are oversized, soft dough cookies. They are
great for dipping in Italian coffee.
Dough:
1 1/4 cups milk
4eggs
1/2 tsp. lemon extract
5 cups sifted flour
1 1/4 cups sugar
1 1/4 cups shortening
10 tsp. baking powder
Frosting:
1/ 2 cup water
1 cup sugar
1/2 tsp. pure lemon extract
1/2 cup powdered sugar

Don't miss the almond baklava at Artopolis,
which has many layers of thin, crunchy dough,
crushed almonds, almond paste, almond slices,
and honey everywhere. This baklava is lighter
and smoother than most. ($2.25-$3.95 each)
Artopolis also provides the best almond cookies. They're a type of macaroon, with slices of
almonds adorning a crispy, golden top, and a
moist and chewy center. When you bite into it, the
cookie crunches and cracks but the rich inside
holds it together. ($.50 each; $15.95 lb.)

Baklava

Artopolis, 306 S. Halsted St.

MEXICO
Try the Eggnog Convento Cake, a type of tres
Zeches cake, at BomBon gourmet pastry shop.
This cake is soaked in Mexican Rompope Liquor,
a recipe from the nuns of San Luis Potosi, and
garnished with fruit or nuts. There are many
other varieties, too: Rosita, Acapulco, Peachy,
Celaya, Angelical, and Amaretto. ($3.95 each)
BomBon, 1508 W. 18th St.
Buenos buiiuelos! Tortillas are a staple of
Mexican cooking, even for dessert. Bufiuelos at

Panaderia Nuevo Leon are made from flour tortillas that are fried and seasoned with sugar and
anise, a licorice flavored spice. ($1 each)
Panaderia Nuevo Leon, 1634 W. 18th St.

Preheat oven to 375 degrees. Mix together milk,
eggs and lemon extract. Set aside.
In a separate bowl, mix together flour, sugar and
shortening. It will be slightly lumpy. Stir in baking
powder. Add milk mixture and combine thoroughly.
Lightly flour the surface you will work on and your
hands. Pinch off small portions of the dough and roll
into ropes. Cross the ends to form a knot or circle.
Bake for about 15 minutes, or until slightly brown.
Meanwhile, bring 1/2 cup of water to a boil in a
small saucepan. Add lemon extract and sugar and
boil until dissolved. Slowly add powdered sugar, stirring, until the consistency is syrupy.
When the cookies are baked and still warm but not
hot, dip them in the syrup and place them on a rack
to cool.

Bur'\uelos

CREAMY CASSATA CAKE
"Cassata cake is a favorite," says Vladymira Garita,
an intern at the Consulate General of Italy. Cassata
consists of two layers of white cake with a ricotta filling similar to that in cannoli. The cake is frosted and
topped with sugared fruits. Cassata originated in
Sicily and is traditionally eaten during Christmas
and Easter.
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How to travel the world
without breaking the bank
BY DANA NELSON

There's no better time tolexpti>re the world than
when you're a student and eligl'ble to take advantage
of discounts on transportation, lodging and food.
Here are some tips for keeping it cheap.

TRANSPORTATION
You probably already know about student discounts
on train travel in Europe, but did you know you have
other options? Tabea Gefkin, a student from
Germany, says flights around Europe are often
cheaper than taking the train. Katie Armentrout of
Hostelling International Chicago recommends rental
bike programs if you're not traveling far.
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LODGING
Hostels are an economical alternative to hotels and
offer you opportunities to meet other travelers from
around the world. They're also a great place to get a
break from your solitude if you're traveling alone,
since rooms often are dorm style, Armentrout says.
You can save even more by scheduling long train or
bus rides overnight and sleeping as you travel. Or
consider staying in other people's homes for free.
Armentrout said she's stayed with friends she met
while traveling. You can also find a spot on a sofa at
www.couchsurfing.com or www.globalfreeloaders.com,
where people offer space to foreign visitors.
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FOOD
"Buy your food at a grocery store or visit local markets," says Amy Souza, a Chicago teacher who used
to save money during the school year and travel during the summer. "You can make sandwiches for the
day."
Olga Echeverry, who was born in Colombia and has

traveled through Europe, South and Central America
and now teaches in the United States, says eating a1
low-key, local restaurants can be cheaper and more
authentic than eating at heavily-visited tourist spots.
Armentrout says hostels also have kitchens where
travelers can store food and prepare meals. Often
there's a shelf reserved for shared food or food tha1
has been left behind. (Check the expiration dat~
before eating anything there.)

TOURS
So you made it to your destination, have a place tc
sleep and food in your stomach. Now you want tc
explore. Where will you go?
Echeverry recommends walking. ''You can reall)
see the culture and the way people live. When you re
on a bus tour, you miss that sense," she says.
Many famous attractions offer free or student-rate
admission. But make sure you also explore the coun·
tryside and get off the beaten track, where you11 dis·
cover places other tourists don't know about.
Also, visit www.rea.ltravel.com to see blogs by othe1
travelers and get some more great ideas.

FURTHER ADVICE
"We just walk around and ask the locals what to do
where to go, and for ideas on how to get cheape1
rates," says Julie Albin, a Michigan resident who wru
traveling in Chicago with Gefkin.
Souza recommends visiting the online forum a1
http://thorntree.lonelyplanet.com before traveling
There, you can get advice from locals in other coun·
tries on how to get around, where to go and what tc
bring when traveling to their homelands.
The expense and planning of traveling doesn't have
to keep you from taking off. Let other people guide
you to the destinations you'll be talking about fo1
years to come. G
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It's never too early to start networking
BY KIM DRISCOLL
•

Nenvorking can happen almost anyplace, from the
classroom to that uncomfortable professional association meeting your roommate convinced you to
attend. Through networking, "you can find your
mentor-people who can give you direction," says
Len Strazewski, acting director of the graduate program in journalism at Columbia College Chicago.
But this can only happen if you are prepared to
make a good impression and take advantage of casual contacts. "The key to networking is to engage
strangers in conversation and establish a common
ground or sense of mutual purpose," says networking expert George C. Fraser, author of Click: Ten
Secrets for Building Extraordinary Relationships.
Fraser recommends building a personal rapport
first. "The more common ground you have with
someone, the higher the trust level," Fraser says.
Then, after you click, you'll be able to use your connection to your advantage. "The higher the trust
level, the more willingness a person has to share key
contact information and resources," he says.

'The higher
the trust level,
the more
willingness a
person has to
share key ·
contact
information
and resources.'
-GEORGE C. FRASER

So how do you schmooze successfully?
Choose your associates wisely. "Your five best
friends tell the world who you are based on their values, principles and lifestyles," Fraser says."This team
will either lift you up or pull you down."
Think of every social gathering as an oppo1tunity to
network. Dress and behave professionally, even if
you don't expect to meet your next boss. You never
know where a good impression might lead. "You get
in on job opportunities and get to identify people
who are hiring," Strazewski says.
Be generous with your time and expertise. Hip hop
BY MICHAEL S. MARA
artist KRS-One, known for his politically and social-...,....i......,
ly conscious rap music, suggests new artists start out
by working for free. "A lot of people feel, 'I'm not
going to sing, dance or show my art unless someone
is going to pay me for it,"' he says. "On the surface
level, they may be right. But on a deeper level, if you
want to break into the business itself, charity is the
fastest way to wealth. It's a great way to network!" G
0 State your objective. Failing to include a job
objective (a description of the work you are looking for) is the most common mistake people
make, according to resume expert Yana Parker,
author of Damn Good Resume Guide and Ready
to Go Resumes.

•

•

How to look

your best on paper

8

Know how to craft a resume for your
field. Different careers require different formats.

Check out www.collegegrad.com for more than
200 free resume templates.

0

Use key phrases. Resumes that boast com-

munication skills, teamwork, problem solving,
and leadership attract attention, according to Jay
Block, executive career coach in West Palm
Beach, Fla.

0

List your achievements. Include your per-

sonal, educational or professional achievements
that showcase your abilities. Don't leave out the
scholarships you won, your volunteer work, and
any honors and awards you received.

0

Omit skills you don't want to use. If filing

made you miserable during a previous job, don't
invite the same task again by highlighting it on
your resume. G
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For Ryan Baker, mentoring young
journalists is part of the game
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s a minute between news blocks and Ryan Baker is
set at the NBCs Chicago studio joking with veter. journalists, Warner Saunders and Allison Rosati.
ive, four, three, two, one," calls out the floor direcSaunders tosses to sports. Baker's eyes light up
and his rich baritone voice booms across the airwaves. Baker is clearly on his A game.
But there's no room for a B game when you're the
station's head sports guy working in the country's
number two news market. Frankly, you are replaceable. Baker gets this. It's a reality that was emphasized by his mentors: the late, legendary national
sports journalist Ralph Wiley, and veteran Chicago
sports journalist Jim Rose. Paying it forward, Baker
mentors aspiring journalists and students, urging
them to work hard, be prepared and focus.
"I also tell them to have a working knowledge of
everything going on in the industry," says Baker, an
Illinois native. "It makes you more marketable. It
gives you options."
Baker started out as a photographer in Champaign,
Ill., then worked as a broadcast news reporter, producer and video editor in markets
from San Diego to Orlando, Fla.
Throughout all these moves,
Baker relied on Rose, a 25-year
ABC7 sports anchor and reporter,
for critiques and industry advice.
And when NBC5 hired Baker in
2003, Rose proved his biggest
cheerleader.
"I saw Rose at a Bud Billiken
parade, and he was screaming and
shouting my praises," laughs
Baker.
Rose, too, had a mentor: Warner
Saunders. "I'm continuing the
chain, so to speak," Rose says. "As
an African American in an industry in which we're underrepresented, I understand that the few
who try and get in need all the
help they can get. I had one
request," he says of the help he

>0
0....,

Ryan Baker and sports
producer Geoff Glick.

gave Baker. "That he do the same."
So what makes Baker an effective mentor? For
starters, his work ethic. That's something interns and
budding journalists can emulate, says Geoff Glick,
NBC5 sports producer. "He's very driven," Glick
says. "He's very hands on. He wants to get the information first hand- from the horse's mouth-and he
involves the interns in the news-gathering process."
That was the quality that led Wiley to take Baker
under his wings as one of his dozen or so mentees.
''You had to make the cut with him," Baker says,
recalling the popular author and contributor to
ESPN.com and ESPN's Sports Reporters and
SportsCenter. "Ralph was very good at instilling confidence and keeping you focused on the big picture."
Wiley died suddenly in 2004. His obituary hangs in
Baker's office among the awards and trophies, college sports schedules from Baker's alma mater, the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and lifesize posters of sports greats Michael Jordan and the
late Walter Payton. The obituary cover reads, "All a
man's got is the integrity of his work."
Lesson learned. G
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What ever happened to "What ethnicity are you?" Or
''What decent are your parents?" Asking "What are
you?" feels like an insult, whether it's meant to or not,
which is why I reply, "I am a human. Can't you tell?"
Truth is, I know what they are trying to ask me. I
just don't feel the need to answer a question that
shows someone is paying more attention to my
looks than my voice. Particularly with dating, I find
it amusing when men consider me "exotic" ...!
know, weird. I never tried to figure it out, but today,
as I sit on my bed next to my Chihuahua,
Muchacho, I realize it's time I try.
.................. ....... ....... ..

The first time I remember wondering about race
was back in second grade. Ms. Timpson handed out
the standardized tests'and told us to begin. At the top
of the page, we filled out the empty lines: name,
grade, birthday, teacher. Then, something that confused us all: race. There were several little boxes, but
we were supposed to shade in only one. I raised my
hand and asked the teacher what to do.
"Just shade in Caucasian," she said. So I did. I was
far more interested in which Ninja Turtle my grandma had waiting for me back at home, or what outfit
I'd put on my Barbie next. Looking back, I wonder
why Ms. Timpson didn't ask me what ethnicities I
am. I guess since everyone else in the school was
white, she figured I should be, too.
In middle school, I decided I should check "other."
I am not white non-Hispanic, I am not Hispanic nonwhite, and so I am "other." The firsf time I marked
"other," I remember I felt like an alien, like an outsider, like I couldn't just fit in somewhere.
••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••• •

The 1950 Census was the first to attempt to identify individuals with mixed heritage by offering a box
called "other." In the 2000 Census, people who are
mixed were finally allowed to check more than one
box to identify their race. The categories are White,
Black or African American, American Indian or
Alaska Native, Asian, Native Hawaiian and Other
Pacific Islander, Some Other Race, and Two or More
Races.
Wondering what happened to the "Hispanic" cate:gory? It's the new "other."
In the 2000 Census, "other" includes people who
are Moroccan, South African, Belizean, or of
Hispanic origin (e.g., Mexican, Puerto Rican or
Cuban). And the new "Two or More Races" category
is for respondents who chose more than one of the
race categories. So, if I were to take a standardized
test today, I could choose between checking the "Two
or More Races" category, or I could mark off "white"
and "other."
................. ... ........... ...

Being multiracial has its ups and downs. I am
proud of my race, but sometimes I sense that others
think I should feel shame. I realized this when I was
looking for my mom during one of her employer's
charity events, and I saw a man who had been talking to her earlier.
"Do you know where my mom is?" I asked.
"Who's your mom?"
"Christine Palazzolo. She's got brown hair, light

My parents' home, with images of the
Sicilan medusa and the Mexican eagle.
skin, she's Mexican..."
"Mexican! What? Don't say that about your mother. She's Italian!"
"Um, no, sir. She's not. That's my father's last
name."
"Well geez. Don't tell people your mother is
Mexican, young lady."
I was stunned. I turned around and decided to
keep the night peaceful. Maybe this was why my
mother always passed for Italian when she was
younger-to avoid the criticism. I realized that the
stupid remarks I get are nothing compared to what
my mother must have received. It seemed less
acceptable from her generation to be of mixed or
minority race. I am so grateful that being multiracial is more acceptable now.
I understand that I am unique, and in recent years
I have come to terms with it. In grade school and junior high, I was not so comfortable. I would come
home everyday crying because there was another
song making fun of the way I looked, or another incident where someone called me "ghetto booty ho."
The one that hurt the most was a song called "apples
and oranges," because I was the only girl in school
developing. Since no one else was, I must have been
using apples and oranges to stuff my bra.
I don't look like the crowd I grew up around. My
skin is olive-toned; my hair and eyes are dark. I am a
short little thing, as I always was, and my figure since
day one was equipped with thighs. In the summer, I
turn a golden brown, the skin of my father's Sicilian
decent, yet in the winter I might as well blend with
the snow. My Sicilian eyes, colors, and last name can
make some guess that I am Italian or of some
European decent. But my Mexican nose and lips

have people confused as to what race I am. And oh
how it bothers some people that they cannot decide
what category to put me under! And it's to the point
where they stop in their steps, or tilt their head in the
middle of my sales plug, and ask "What are you?"
Once again, I am a seven-year-old asked to choose
from the boxes.
But now that I'm in college, I realize there are many
people like me who are of multiple backgrounds.
Mutts and proud. And my eyes have opened to what
I wish I would have known when I was younger. I
realize now that I don't have to choose what "race" I
am. I don't have to explain what "race" I am. And I
don't have to answer questions I find rude.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

A lot of my inner issues with my "race" changed
when I went to my parent's house this past summer.
They were ecstatic about the patio; it was finally
done after all these months. I walked through the
door, and made my way to the back. As soon as I got
to the screen door, my mom said "It's the eagle and
the medusa!" She was smiling with her red lipstick
on (as always) and motioned with her hands. Sure
enough, the left side of the patio had the Sicilian
flag's medusa, and the right side had the eagle of the
Mexican flag. My dad stood on top of the steps overlooking his creation.
"Nice, huh?" he said.
"You have no idea," I replied.
My thoughts rewound back to when I walked in the
front door and saw the American flag dancing in the
wind above my address. My parents' families went
through hell to be here, to be American, and I am
here because of them. I am multiracial. I am "other."
I am American. 0
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Jen Marlowe builds awareness of a war in Africa
or the past three years, Jen Marlowe has
traveled to war-torn Sudan to give the
world more than 30-second sound bites
about the lives of its people. Her past documentary work focused on the Darfur Crisis
in Western Sudan. Her current focus is on the
rebuilding of Southern Sudan.
This past summer, Marlowe captured on video the
first return visit of three men separated from their
families 20 years ago. They are among more than
20,000 Sudanese Lost Boys who were displaced or
orphaned during the second Sudanese Civil War that
began in 1983. In 2001, nearly 4,000 Lost Boys relocated to the U.S.
Marlowe talked to Temple Hemphill about her
experiences working in Sudan.
Echo: How did it feel to go to South Sudan with the

men on their first return in more than 20 years?
Jen Marlowe: Being a witness to these young men at
an incredible time in their lives was very intense. It
was a discovery of their past, and it represented hope
for the future as they try and rebuild their homeland.
One of the young men, Gabriel Bol Deng, just graduated from Le Moyne University in Syracuse, N.Y. with
a degree in education. He is raising money to build a
school for his village. Another
For additional
man, Koor Garang, lives in
information:
Tucson, Arizona and is studying
to become a nurse. He has
www.lostboys
raised thousands of dollars to
chicago.com
take medical supplies to his vilwww.rebuilding
lage. The third young man,
hopesudan.org
Garang Mayuol, lives outside
www.pulitzer
Chicago. He wants to raise
center.org
money to build a water pump in
www.darfur
his village.
diaries.org

Echo: What's the desired end

result of your current project?

BY TEMPLE HEMPHILL

JM: A few things, including a feature documentary

Echo: How has filmmaking in Sudan changed your

film, Rebuilding Hope. Proceeds from the film will
go to support the three young men's various projects.
We went with a journalist David Morse, who's working on a series of articles and a book. We received
grants from the Pulitzer Center on Crisis Reporting,
and the Nation Institute's Investigative Fund helped
fund us to travel to South Sudan to document what is
happening there.

life?

Echo: The media coverage of the Darfur crisis and

other parts of Sudan seems to go in cycles.
JM: One thing neglected in media coverage is what's
happening in South Sudan. Yes, recently there has
been coverage of the Lost Boys as local human interest stories because they are here now in the States,
but there is a very large absence of current coverage
of South Sudan. This includes what happened since
the signing of the Sudan Comprehensive Peace
Agreement in 2005. And even though the Darfur
coverage comes and goes, it's always entirely in isolation, instead of looking at Darfur as a piece of a
larger whole that includes South Sudan. There's a
larger pattern of marginalization and oppression
going on in Sudan.
Echo: How would you describe the character and

strength of the Sudanese people?
JM: I found in Darfur, South Sudan and in other
parts of the world some of the most inspirational
examples of humanity have come from people who
have faced and witnessed some of the worst atrocities imaginable. As much as I support movements
that encourage us to work in solidarity with other
people in the world, we must never underestimate
people's strength, courage and resilience. Any work
we undertake with them, we must always have a
respect for their human dignity.

JM: I had never made a film before, so using film as a

form of activisn1 was brand new to me, and something
I've embraced and worked on in subsequent projects.
I had never worked deeply in Africa. My focus in previous work had been in Palestine, Israel and
Afghanistan. I began speaking out about human rights
issues affecting us worldwide. I started understanding
more about the global power structures and the high
stake investment in keeping the world working the
way it currently is, which is on a collision course.
Echo: What's the most challenging aspect of being a

filmmaker in a war-tom country?
JM: It's the feeling of wanting to be able to provide
something in the moment beyond what I can do with
my camera. You feel completely inadequate when
you're confronted with such overwhelming needs,
and all you can do is photograph and document it.
Echo: Does that feeling keep you wanting to do

more?
JM: Yes. That's a part of why when I'm working on a
project. I want the local communities to experience
direct benefits from the work. For example, some of
the proceeds from the book Darfur Diaries: Stories
of Survival, the film screenings of Darfur Diaries:
Message from Home, and our speaking engagements go toward funding four schools in the Darfur
villages where we filmed.
Echo: What can Chicagoans do to help Sudanese peo-

ple?
JM: I suggest working in partnership with the local

Sudanese community in Chicago, and finding out
what they need. They'll have firsthand information
about the struggles they're having as immigrants and
refugees. And they're very tapped into their home
communities. 0
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What every artist should
know about intellectual
property law
BY PIPER DANIELS

'

avid Thomas and Laurel Legler's film,
MC5: A True Testimonial, is rich in
provocative images. The 2002 documentary explores a brilliant Detroit band that
came close to, making it big but never did.
The film includes surveillance footage of the
band's afro-sporting, leather-clad lead singer and his
band mates gyrating beneath the bellies of Army helicopters at the 1968 Democratic Convention. In
another scene, the manic heat of Detroit's 1967 riots
smolders as the camera pans to a giant banner hung
from the band's building. The words, "Burn, baby,
burn," are draped into the flames. These sensational
images are braided together with those of the once
victorious and now decrepit Grande Ballroom where
the band used to play to packed houses. Decade old
interviews revive deceased band members while current inquiries sift through the anecdotes of their surviving families. The viewer is guided throughout the
film by the remaining band members, most notably
the incredible guitarist, Wayne Kramer.
Thomas and Legler's movie does more than summon Kramer in his heyday. The film renews him, in
some ways making him a brighter star than ever
before. He's so charismatic;
it's hard to believe he has a
criminal past.
The movie was a nineyear labor of love from start
to finish, and of all the
glitches anticipated, former
Columbia College student
Thomas and his partner,
Legler, could never have
guessed that their film
would be hijacked at the
eleventh hour by one of its
own subjects.
At the root of all of this is the concept that one person's story might be another person's pay day, that it
is possible for a writer, musician, artist or filmmaker
cc to capitalize off of someone's personal history. This
~ concept is increasingly relevant in the wake of high3
grossing box office documentaries, reality television,
00
<t and both written and visual art. If I tell your story,
~ what compensation do you deserve?
~ "People have the right to protect, and potentially
; profit from the tangible manifestations of their
2 ideas," says lawyer Amy Cook, who specializes in
~ intellectual property issues. ''You don't necessarily
3 have to get someone's permission to tell their story.
0 Sometimes, it can be a detriment because the subject
~ ?1ay try to exert too much control." This is the gist of
~ intellectual property law.
...J

From the beginning, Thomas and Legler knew
they wanted to include their subjects in the project.
Everyone was thrilled that the MC5, robbed of the
fame they had so deserved, was being resurrected.
"Right from the start, everybody assured us that
they were a hundred percent behind the project,"
Thomas says.
With the help of several attorneys, Thomas and
Legler set up their own company, Future/Now Films,
a limited liability corporation that would act as an
umbrella to protect its members and distribute any
potential profits. Everyone involved in the film enthusiastically joined Future/Now Films. Everyone but
Kramer, who was presented several times with the
documents but delayed signing them, particularly
after seeing the marketability of the finished product.
"He was heading us toward a stick up," Thomas
says.
"In my opinion, if a party won't sign an agreement,
you probably shouldn't enter into a working relationship with that person. It will most likely lead to
headaches down the road," Cook says. "Sometimes
people think 'making' someone sign an agreement
means you don't trust them. It's just the opposite; it
will preserve a good relationship."
Despite their strained
relationship with Kramer,
Thomas and Legler promoted the film. They spent
a year on the International
Film Festival circuit. The
film premiered with great
success at 12 festivals,
including
Chicago,
Toronto, San Francisco,
and Tribeca. The cast was
elated, but Kramer continued to demand control of various aspects of the project that Thomas and Legler had no way of granting.
Sometimes he would take his complaints to the
press. "I have been telling the story of the MC5 all my
life. It belongs to me and my partners in the band,
not Future/Now Films," Kramer wrote in an open
letter on April 1, 2004.
"He had confused the fact that his image was up on
the screen with the idea that the film somehow
belonged to him. It was his to make money from. It
was his to take and do what he wanted. And.being a
participant was not good enough for him," Legler says.
"He fell back on old gangster behavior."
After one grueling year on the International Film
Festival circuit, the film was picked up by Sony BMG,
the second largest distributor in the country. Nine

years of meticulous work finally was coming to
fruition. There ,-vas just one little glitch. Warner
Chapel, the company that o,-vned the rights to the
music, suddenly refused to give Thomas and Legler
the licensing deal they had been promised.
Intimidated by such a large corporation, Thomas
and Legler hadn't been able to get the agreement in
writing. Without the music, a documentary about a
rock band had no chance of making it.
"It's like helping a little old lady across the street
and you feel great about it and you turn around and
realize she stole your f***in' wallet," says Thomas of
the double cross. "We immortalized his story for him
and he spit on it."
Kramer went on to make his own movie about the
MC5, Sonic Revolution: A Celebration of the MC5.
When the movie did not meet Kramer's expectations,
he sued Thomas and Legler for more than $50 million
for losses incurred from halting distribution of their
movie, the very halting he had legally insisted on.
He remains unapologetic. ·"I'm no saint," he wrote
in the aforementioned open letter. "I've been to
prison, I've been to skid row, I've been homeless and
in rehab and have known some shady characters in
my day, but rarely have I come across people whose
actions have been as cowardly, unprincipled, duplicitous and fundamentally dishonest as Dave Thomas,
Laurel Legler, and their attorneys."
In federal court, Thomas and Legler were vindicated. "We didn't screw anybody. That was just a story
he made up," Legler says. "Winning the lawsuit was
all that we needed to put that all safely behind us."
But it will be difficult for the filmmakers to start any
new ventures.
"Our investors never saw their money back,"
Thomas says. "They're still entirely supportive of us
and great friends but we can't go back and ask 'em
for money for another movie at this point."
So how could such bad things happen to such good
artists? Cook, who is on the board of Lawyers for the
Creative Arts, an organization that provides free or
low cost legal aid for artists, recommends that artists
begin by knowing the legal aspects of their projects.
(Visit www.law-arts.org for more information.) She
emphasizes that intellectual property has value and
is not free for the taking.
Though they know they've made a fantastic film,
Thomas and Legler have, for the moment, parted
with their dreams of mainstream distribution. The
faces they've filmed so closely, so passionately, haunt
them now.
"We breathed life back into the serpent," Thomas
says of Kramer. "We re-animated the corpse. But the
head and the heart, they were gone." 8
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Members of the furry community
find comfort in character
BY MICHAEL S. MARA

t's 9:30 p.m. on a cool, mid-October evening. A
young man approaches the main entrance to
the Brunswick Zone bowling alley in Glendale
Heights, Ill. The nametag draped over his black
Anthrocon 2007 t-shirt features a cartoon
image of a raccoon, and he has a large black garbage
bag slung over his shoulder.
Inside the bowling alley's party room, he greets his
friends before disappearing into a makeshift changing area constructed out of cardboard and duct tape.
Ten minutes later, he emerges as six-foot tall Aiden
Raccoon.
This is a gathering of furries. You may have heard
of them in the CSI episode "Fur and Loathing" or the
Vanity Fair article "Pleasure of the Fur." Perhaps
you've watched furries showing off their "Guitar
qero" skills in videos on YouTube and MySpace.
Unfortunately, they've been cast in a negative light
by a lot ofthe media, and there are many misconcepions about furries.
In fact, there's nothing inherently kinky about fur1es. For many people who dress up as animals, the
.1ny fandom is about finding kindred spirits and
·eling accepted.
"It was an opportunity to make friends that weren't
, oing to ridicule me just because I'm short, have a
·w extra pounds, or because of my health issues,"
1ys Erin Britin, a member ofthe local funy commu· 1ty
( I

•

Other furries describe the community as a safe
l : tven against discrimination on the basis of race,
g nder, sexual orientation, social class and physical
:: ,pearances. According to Aiden Raccoon, furries
, " an exceptionally accepting group.
'We make people who might feel discriminated
a 1inst in the outside world feel accepted within the
f: 1dom," he says. G

FURRY DICTIONARY
furry A person who is interested in anthropo-

morphic creatures and identifies as part of
the funy community.
furry fandom Any part of the funy-based

genre of literature, art and other forms of
entertainment.
fursona A persona fused with an animal.
furry lifestyler A person for whom being a

funy is integral to their daily life.
furson Afuny person.
furcadia An online community of more than
60,000 funy avatars begun in 1996.
furotica Funy erotica.
furpile A group of furries nestled together in

for comfort.
fursuit An animal costume ~

ber of the funy commun"W"f"
furvert Someone , enjoys furotica.
scritch ToJo affection by gently scratching

one answer on the back, belly, chest or
behin'd the ears.
wikifur A website that collects and preserves
information about the furry culture and community.
yiff A greeting or expression of interest.

Sources: www.wildfur.com and localJurries.

BY KELLY MELLOTT

hough there isrft a cloud in the early July
sky, the steady rumble of approaching
thunder shakes the Illinois soil in the
small rural town of Hillsboro. The usually
quiet streets around the Bass Funeral
Home, lined with gas stations, diners and simple red
brick houses, start to fill with squad cars. The thunder grows stronger, throatier. Suddenly an army of
metal, rubber and engines breaks over the horizon.
Hundreds of men and women on motorcycles fly
down the streets, sending shockwaves ripping
through the quiet morning.
They congregate in the McDonald's parking lot,
abuzz with the enthusiasm a big group brings,
decked out in an unspoken uniform of black leather
vests, blue jeans and sunglasses. They are a motley

The Patriot Guard's mission leader takes over-a
middle-aged man with a graying ponytail that
hangs loosely from beneath his baseball hat to his
lower back.
"Guys listen up! Here's what we're gonna do-we
gotta get the bikes out of the way; mine's one of 'emjust push it outta the way," he says. The crowd laughs
nervously. Then an anxious hush fall on them.
"We've got flags over here in the black truck. Make
sure to return it because they were donated. We're
gonna line up over here, down around the corner,
and we're gonna stretch out as far as we can. Arms
length away from the guy standin' next to ya. Stretch
the flags out."
"You guys got about 20 minutes," the officer says
before he returns to his car.

now. They know what he meant to those people. And
they want those people to know what he means to
America.
The Patriot Guard are invited to these funerals by
the families of fallen soldiers. Illinois' Let Them Rest
in Peace Act requires protestors to stay 200 feet
away from a funeral site and forbids the display of
any "visual images that convey fighting words or
actual or veiled threats against any other person."
Twenty-eight other states have introduced similar
legislation, almost all of which are in response to
Westboro's funeral pickets.
Afterwards, the members of the Patriot Guard will
return home to their lives and loved ones, but they
will never forget Corp. Buckley's name. They never
forget the names of the men and women who give

group prove patriotism is hard to define
crew, ranging in age, size, gender and color, though
many fall into the category of that stereotypical
"biker gang" look.
But this motorcycle gang is anything but typical. It
is part of the nationally recognized Patriot Guard
Riders, and today they are on a mission. They kill
their engines as a police officer approaches. The
short, stocky sergeant with a white moustache and
aviator sunglasses greets them warmly and explains
the order of events. He points to another group holding brightly colored signs in the distance behind the
yellow police tape. Their signs read, "Thank God for
Dead Soldiers," "God hates America" and "Fags
Doom Nations." They are members of The Westboro
Baptist Church, a religious extremist group. The
clashes between the Patriot Guard and Westboro
have garnered so much attention, they have been
covered internationally by media outlets like CNN,
Fox News and BBC.
"That's where they're gonna be?" asks one of the
bikers.
"Yes sir. That's 200 feet from the grass of the funeral home, which is over here, so the best thing to do,
I'm just tellin' ya, is to just turn your backs to 'em, be
patriotic and supportive, and it'll work," answers the
officer. "We've worked with you guys before and it's
been fantastic. Let's just keep it goin'. Unfortunately,
we're probably going to be seeing each other again."

With huge American flags in hand, the Patriot
Guard Riders assemble along both sides of the street,
forming two rows of red, white and blue. They
stretch out, as instructed, hiding the members of
Westboro.
The uncomfortable silence is interrupted by the
first sad wail of a bagpipe. Heads bow as it plays
"Amazing Grace." The police officers pace back and
forth between the lines of flags and the protest signs.
A fully uniformed procession of soldiers marches
behind two flags: the American flag and the flag of
the United States Military. Their faces are stoic; their
shiny black shoes clink on the asphalt creating a
drumbeat for the bagpipe. Behind them and in front
of a group of 60 or so civilians dressed in dark colors
is a casket draped in a flag. Soldiers carry it, side-byside, eyes locked ahead. Inside is Corporal Ryan J.
Buckley, Army 2nd Battalion, 506th Infantry
Regiment, 4th Brigade Combat team, 101st Airborne.
Buckley was 21 when he died in Baghdad of injuries
sustained when an IED detonated near his Humvee
during combat operations. A fallen solider. A fallen
brother. A fallen hero.
The members of Patriot Guard drop their heads in
observation. Some place their hands over their
hearts. Some wipe tears form their eyes. None of
them knew Corp. Buckley. They didn't know his
mother or the wife he left behind. But they know him

their lives to the cause of this nation they so dearly
love, for it is the mission of their mission rides.
"I think back to a mission that I did for a marine in
Downers Grove, Illinois-Sergeant Thomas Gilbert,"
says Patriot Guard's National Communication's
Officer Jeff "Meatball" Lockhart. "He was killed in
Iraq, and I was spending some time with his family
before they brought his body back to the States. I was
standing in the garage with his dad. And his dad
goes, 'Jeff, is anybody going to appreciate this? Is
anybody over there going to say someday, thank God
for Tommy Gilbert?' And I looked at him and I said,
'Mike, there's nothing I can say that's going to make
this easier. But I've got a nine-month-old son. He'll
know who Tommy was. He'll know what he did. He'll
know his face. And Mike looked at me and goes,
'That's all that matters."'
Lockhart is not a veteran, but many members of
the Patriot Guard Riders are former military men
and women, and all are volunteers. The group
formed in 2005 in -response to the picketing of military funerals by Westboro Baptist Church. Since
then, it has expanded its activities to include greeting
returning soldiers at the airport, creating scholarship
funds for children of military families, and rebuilding homes for military personal. Today, the Patriot
Guard is over 121,000 members strong and growing.
Sixty-year-old Ed "Pappy" Mueller of Park Ridge,
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Westboro Baptist Church is probably the most
vituperative anti-gay hate group in America.'
-Mark Potok, Southern Poverty Law Center
Ill., has been riding a motorcycle for over 40 years.
He is the Executive Director of the Patriot Guard, a
Vietnam veteran, and the son of a WWII veteran.
"I had patriotism running through my veins from
day one," he says. "Obviously, when this conflict
arose and I found out that people had the audacity to
go out and use death as a means of protest-it did
make my blood boil."
That's exactly what the members of Westboro
Baptist Church want, according to spokeswoman
Shirley Phelps-Roper. "We love [the Patriot Guard
Riders]. They are our target audience," says PhelpsRoper. "It is so nice of them to get their lazy backsides out to the pickets so we can deliver the message
to them personally."
And just what is Westboro's message?
"God hates fags. God hates fag enablers and therefore God hates doomed America and all her institutions and all her people- rebels against their God
with no cause!" says Phelps-Roper, the daughter of
Westboro's founder and leader, Fred Phelps. ''You
knew God's standards and you all have Bibles, so you
are without excuse. Your destruction commeth like a
thief in the night! You have taught rebellion against
your God and he promises such a people as this misery, death, and hell!"
Westboro is not actually associated with any
Baptist conventions or associations, nor is it recognized by any Baptist institutions. The group was
founded in 1955 by Phelps in Topeka, Kan., where it
remains, with fewer than 100 members, most of
whom are related, living together on a compound.
According to Westboro's beliefs, which it describes
as following "primitive Baptist and Calvinist principles," the underlying message is the church's bestknown slogan, "God hates fags." Because of this,
church members view nearly every tragedy in the
•
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world-from 9/11 to Hurricane Katrina-as a consequence of homosexuality, and more specifically, the
cultural and societal tolerance of "the homosexual
agenda."
"Westboro Baptist Church is probably the most vituperative and anti-gay hate group in America," says
Mark Potok of the Southern Poverty Law Center.
"Fred Phelps and his organization are so outrageous
that he has managed to draw ire from almost everyone
in America, from the far left to the far right."
So what do fallen soldiers have to do with it?
According to Phelps-Roper, the target is actually
every "son and daughter ofAdam" in order to spread
the word of "the ultimate sin." And while many raise
a questioning or even outraged eyebrow at PhelpsRoper's picketing and message for Americans, the
question remains: Their.views may be warped, they
may seem twisted and sick, but are they just another
expression of patriotism? After all, the freedom of
speech and the right to assemble are laid out in our
nation's Constitution. These are the very ideas that
soldiers fight and die for.
"[Patriotism] is conduct that is engaged in that it is
in the best interested of the nation. So you can see
that we are the only patriots in doomed America!
You are welcome!" says Phelps-Roper. "By the standards set out from the hand of your God, we are the
only people that love this filthy nation. We, at our
own expense, have provided this nation with the only
hope, and you have rejected that."
Lockhart, for his part, says Westboro has unintentionally done a lot of good for patriotism in America.
"Thanks to Fred Phelps, there's a wave of patriotism that didn't exist before him," he says. "And you
hate to think that it takes something like that to get
people behind a good cause, but when you look
throughout history you see it a lot. Look how many

flags people were flying shortly after 9/ 11."
Lockhart also sees Westboro as a sign that our constitutional rights are still being exercised. "I think it's
great that we live in a country where they are free to
say what they feel needs to be said. And I think that's
something that we celebrate and something that we're
fighting for. My only contention is that I wish they
would pick a better time and place to do it."
Mueller couldn't agree more.
"They have the right to their First Amendment.
However, they don't have the right to disrupt. And
there's a big difference," he says. "There's a time and
a place for everything. And hiding behind the veil of
calling themselves a religious organization? I'm not
sure what entity they worship, but it's sure not anyone I know."
Here in America, we constantly talk about freedom: the freedom to vote, the freedom to assemble
peacefully, the freedom of religion. But in situations
like this, freedom becomes almost a paradox. The
members of Westboro Baptist Church have the right
to say what they want where they want-a freedom
the soldiers they protest die to protect. And the
Patriot Guard Riders have the right to counteract
those protests. It's a strange circle. It's simply the
way it is here in the land of the free, the home of the
brave. They all stand up in the name of patriotism.
And what do the soldiers think of it all? Captain
Ryan Bosler of the 101st Airborne Division has witnessed the interaction between the military,
Westboro, and the Patriot Guard Riders quite a few
times since serving in Operation Iraqi Freedom.
"What I like most about the Patriot Guard is that
they are not disrespectful or hostile towards the
Westboro protestors," he says. ''They are simply trying to maintain the sanctity of the funeral procession
and pay tribute to those who were killed serving our
country. It seems to me that sometimes, we as a society are so vigilant about exercising our own rights
that we trample on the rights of others."
Back in Hillsboro, the streets have slowly started to
empty. Corp. Buckley has been laid to rest for eternity. A flag billows in the summer breeze. Everyone
returns to their lives-demands at work, soccer
schedules, Thursday's television dramas, and that
ever-growing pile of laundry-aware ofthe conflict in
the Middle East, a daily headline in the morning
paper, a situation "way over.there."
They'll voice their concerns and opinions: it's a
greedy war, an unnecessary war, a war brought on by
the turbaned, dark-skinned, bearded faces of men
with hard-to-pronounce names who flash across
their high-def plasma screens. They'll hang their
flags from their porches. They'll stand for the
National Anthem before opening pitch.
The Patriot Guard Riders will plan their next mission. The members of Westboro will prepare for the
next protest. They will see each other again soon.
Another solider in another time and place. It is their
American right. 9
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is that just your shirt?' You don't necessarily know,"
says Emily Alt, a young teacher from Michigan who
came to Little Village to teach World Civilization and
African-American and Latino Literature.
Alt often uses references to gangs to help students
comprehend the subjects she's teaching. Today, the
freshmen in her World Civilization class are learning
about the Roman Empire. Unlike her sleepy students,
Alt is wide-awake and borderline hyper as she compares the power struggle of the Roman Empire to the
struggles between gangs for power, territory and
money. While some of the kids have difficulty understanding how governments function, they clearly
know how gangs work. Understanding empires is
only a step more complicated, and the comparison
immediately makes sense to most students.
Unlike many CPS schools, Alt and other teachers at
Social Justice are open with their students about
gang activity. "This school addresses gang issues
really clearly, and they don't pretend it isn't there,"
says Becker, who teaches social studies to juniors
and seniors across the hall from Alt's classroom.
Becker credits this openness with making it easier
for students to approach the administration with
gang problems.
FINDING THEIR VOICES

uring Advisory, a shortened class period where
students can talk about what's going on in their
lives or do homework, Alt tries to empower her
students by encouraging them to open up. "When you
have power, or you have a sense of power, you're a lot
less likely to get so down on yourself that you do look
at a gang as the only way to pull yourself up," she tells
her students. "What we really want to emphasize here
is that regardless of your skin color or race, your gender, your sexual orientation, you all need to take ownership and realize that you have the power to change
this."
For the most part, however, the students keep quiet
about gang affiliations or the way gangs affect them.
They understand that incriminating themselves
could mean expulsion, and exposing friends or family members with gang ties could mean an arrest or
separation from people who are important to them.
Also, while teachers have a fairly good idea who is
in a gang, they don't actively look for gang members.
The importance of keeping kids in school is often
more pressing than finding out who is in a gang.
"We now have zero tolerance in schools," says
Oscar Contreras, an outreach worker for CeaseFire,
which provides resources and education to communities to help reduce violence. "It's easier to kick a
problem child out of school than it is to work with
him." But when students are expelled or suspended,
they can spend the entire day getting into trouble. "If
you throw that kid out of school, where's he going to
go? What's he going to do?"
Social Justice High School rewards its students for
staying away from violence. Aposter on the wall in the
entrance of Social Justice shows a thermometer with
60 lines and an arrow. If the students go for 60 days
without violence, they get a skating party. Right now,
the arrow sits at one because of the recent violence.

Alt's last class of the day is her African-American
and Latino Literature class, where she encourages
her students to speak more openly about their lives
in discussions and writing assignments about race,
class, stereotypes and society. The class is about half
the size of her other classes, and the chairs are
arranged in a circle facing each other. The students
are reading Our America: Life and Death on the
South Side of Chicago. The book is a series of interviews by LeAlan Jones and Lloyd Newman for a
National Public Radio documentary.
Although not all the students like the book, most of
them relate to the troubled South Side community
and the violence that occurred there more than a
decade ago. Alt asked her students to write their own
memoirs. Some students included fun events like
birthday parties, but others included stories about
the hard times they've faced in Little Village and
Lawndale. In an assignment earlier this year, Alt
asked what they considered the biggest problems in
their community. "Gangs was one of the things
almost all the kids listed across the board," she says.
Alt says her version of the Freedom Writers cur-

Within the fortresslike walls of the high
school, students can
feel safe.
riculum, in which students are urged to write about
their community, isn't that revolutionary. "It's basically just giving kids a voice," she says, which is
important to keep them out of gangs. When youth
feel like an important part of the community, they're
less likely to search for that sense of power through
gang affiliation, which would give them power and
belonging, but not necessarily safety.
HANDLING HARRASSMENT

ithin the fortress-like walls of Little Village
High School, the students have that sense of
safety, which they may not feel on the outside. On their way to and from school, gang members
harass them, asking "Who you with?" and "Where
you from?"
Elena*, a sweet, soft-spoken girl, says members of
one gang kept asking her to "throw up the bunny," a
hand symbol for the 26 gang. "I said, 'I don't know
how to throw up the bunny,' and they're trying to
teach me and I'm like, 'I don't know how to do it.'
They don't believe you and they don't go away."
Some gang members threw bottles at her as she
drove home from the store with her older brother.
"We had little kids with us, and they saw. We were
stopped at a red light and were all scared, so my
brother just passed the red light to .get out," Elena
says.
That kind of harassment causes some kids to join

gangs for the protection they offer. Freshmen are at
the prime recruitment age, Alt says, when they're
most insecure and unsure of the world around them.
Children as young as 11 and 12 are often pulled in to
push drugs, because if they get caught, the consequences will be much less severe than for older
teenagers and adults, Contreras says.
Other kids join gangs because their friends are in
them, or because of troubled home lives, Contreras
says. But even good kids with good families can get
pulled in. Becker recalls an especially bright student
who joined a gang as a sophomore. "I cried, because
I knew where he was going," Becker says. "I knew I
wouldn't see him senior year. He'd be gone. And he
was. He was in jail." When the student was finally
released from jail, he was shot four times by a rival
gang member and ended up paralyzed.
That's the kind of situation Little Village Lawndale
High School Campus hopes to prevent by offering better alternatives. Becker notes that even in the bleakest
neighborhoods in the city, less than a quarter of the
students are involved in gangs. The rest need opportunities to help them stay out of the crossfire.
The students know what those opportunities look
like. "Programs, like baseball," Juan* says hopefully.
Corina* says she wants to see a dance program.
"Parents. They gotta be more involved with the student," adds David.* "When a kid feels left out he's
going to do something he's not supposed to do
because he feels left out. He wants to be a part of
something."
The kids also say they want strong role models, like
outreach worker Contreras. And, of course, they
want to be heard.
"We really try to love on them a lot and give them a
lot of support," Alt says. "Hopefully kids feel like they
have more of a chance when they're here."
As the school day ends, a voice interrupts the jazz
music on the PA system to announce, "Due to the
violence that has been occurring off campus, we feel
it might be a dangerous bet to have a dance this
Friday. We want to keep everybody safe, and in order
to do that, we want to take as many precautions as
possible. So again, our homecoming dance has been
postponed. It will occur sometime in November
around Thanksgiving break. But I do apologize for
any inconveniences, and I do encourage all students
to do their best and check each other so that this kind
of violence does not prevent any other of our
extracurricular activities. As long as we continue to
have days of peace, our school dance will not be
threatened again."
The students file out of the school. The halls, which
had been vibrant with laughter and chattering student
voices, are eerily silent. 0
*Students' names have been changed to protect their privacy.
This story is written in memory of Miguel Gomez, a 16year-old sophomore at the School of Social Justice in Little
Village High School. Miguel was shot and killed on Nov. 8,
2007 in the crossfire of gang violence. Miguel was the only
child of Celso and Marcolina Gomez, who planned to send
him to Mexico to live with his grandparents for a few
months. Miguel was the eighth Chicago Public School student killed this school year.
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BY KRISTEN RADTKE
outh of the storefront Baptist churches, fish
and chicken shacks, and the yellow and red
signs of block-to-block currency exchanges,
Southside Occupational Academy sits nestled on the 7000 block of Hoyne Avenue.
Near Lindblom Park, where geese play in abandoned
football fields, the yards are overgrown and homes
with boarded-up windows have "Mallory for alderman" spray painted across the plywood. The blinking
blue lights of police surveillance cameras and handwritten "We accept Link" notices in convenience
store windows announce the neighborhood's poverty with glaring clarity.
But the blocks immediately surrounding Southside
Occupational Academy are somehow different. The
rundown streets morph into quiet residential strips
with simply kept, unassuming homes where neighbors exchange pleasantries over front porch cups of
coffee. The location, a surprising escape from the
troubled West Englewood community, seems an
almost perfect place to receive an education.
The block's tranquility isn't mirrored within the
school; there is nothing quiet about Southside
Occupational. A vocational public high school for
students with mild to severe cognitive disabilities, it
operates at almost 150 percent capacity-so full that
the administration no longer accepts incoming students. This decision affects a wide geographic range
of children. Southside educates students south of
55th street, west to the city border and all the way to
Indiana, says Gwendolyn Mims, in her third year as
Southside's principal.
The overcrowding has forced the school to conduct
classes in the garage, where students sit on plastic
chairs atop the damp cement floor, blanketed by a
ceiling of rafters covered with a dark, thick, unidentified substance. The class syllabus is posted on the
rolling garage door. Other classes are held in the
greenhouse, where the glass panels convert sunlight
into sweltering heat in warmer months and offer little insulation from Chicago's frigid winter air. The
•
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activities hall has been converted into two classrooms, separated by moveable cloth dividers. On one
side, a young language arts teacher attempts to
instruct her students over the echoing vocational
training of a janitorial class on the other.
Down the hall, senior boys shoot hoops in a gymnasium smaller than those in standard elementary
schools. Aboy stands dazed beneath the hoop, transfixed on something the rest cannot see. One of his
classmates throws a basket. The ball bounces a foot
from his face. He stumbles back as though in slow
motion, keeping the same expression.
Mims notices his strange behavior. "What's wrong

today?" she asks.
He shrugs. "Nothing."
As she turns to exit the gymnasium, she confronts
another student walking with his P.E. instructor.
"Were you acting up?" Mims asks him.
'We just needed to take a walk," says the gym
teacher, explaining that Tom* was arguing with
Billy*. When Mims calls Billy over to talk about the
problem, Tom's relaxed expression immediately
hardens. He points a calloused finger directly at Billy
and pantomimes slitting his throat. "No! You're not
going to cut this throat," Mims says without missing
a beat. "We don't fight here."

overcrowded school fo ~
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The space shortage is so acute, some classes are
help in a garage-turned-classroom.

Some classes are so full that students at the back of the
room have to strain to see what's going on in the front.

The incident is resolved within minutes. The boys
smile sheepishly and Tom salutes Mims and returns
to the gym.
Students like this would likely be suspended or
expelled under "zero tolerance" policies at conventional schools. At Southside, educators understand
how differently individuals with special needs sometimes express themselves. "Zero tolerance is theoretically directed at students who misbehave intentionally, yet it also applies to those who misbehave as a
result of emotional problems or other disabilities,"
according to a 2000 report by the American Bar
Association's Juvenile Justice Committee. At
Southside, teachers and administrators are able to
make this distinction. '
The school day is a chronological string of distractions for educators and students. They practice math
equations across the hall from pounding and sawing
that resonates from the woodshop; teachers bring
their supplies with them throughout the day on what
they call "classes on a cart."
"Not having the space to provide the kind of instruction we are known to provide really limits what we can
do with the students," says Mims.
Unlike traditional schools, Southside focuses on
helping students become as self-sufficient as possible.
Students learn basic skills like cooking, laundry and
personal hygiene, in addition to social rules, and laws
and consequences. Individuals physically and cognitively able to enter the workforce after graduation are
placed in entry-level jobs with assistance from the
Bridge program, which helps low-income or lowskilled adults obtain job training.
The facility, built in 1987, has been overcrowded

for about 10 years, Mims says. It was designed to
house 150 students and currently serves 223, though
enrollment once peaked at 250. To address this
problem, Southside stopped enrolling ninth and
tenth graders five years ago. Students attend conventional high schools during these years, and Mims
feels the transition limits the effectiveness of the students' education. With less time to teach life skills in
addition to academics, Mims is concerned "they
don't get the best use of their time to really drill the
independent living skills. Our emphasis is to teach
them to navigate the community and teach them
entry level [skills]."
Students with disabilities are entitled to a free and
appropriate public education until they are 22 under
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, but Mims feels the
longer students can be educated in this type of setting, the better chance they have of success.
Even with the delayed entry age, students are often
turned away because they can't be accommodated.
"They don't have anywhere else to go because once
they're done with their two years [at a] conventional
high school, they want them out," says Tracy
Navarro, a language arts teacher at Southside. "Most
of the time they just end up getting lost somewhere,
sitting at home and doing nothing."
Mims .says they can apply to other occupational
programs in Chicago at the Ray Graham Training
Center, Northside Learning Center and Las Casas
Occupational High School. But those schools also are
overcrowded, and they are far away. She doesn't
know what happens to the growing number of students Southside can't accommodate.
Southside isn't a high priority for the Chicago

Public Schools because of the current emphasis on
inclusion, which aims to integrate students with disabilities in traditional schools. While integration
may be beneficial for some students, Mims says the
vocational and self-help training they need aren't
offered in conventional schools. "I don't know how
successful our students would be in a regular program all the time," she says.
She's not alone. Many educators have "serious reservations about supporting the widespread placement of
pupils with_special education needs," according to a
2007 report issued by the International Journal of
Special Education. Mims is proud that her school is
able to do many of the conventional activities of regular schools, like high school dances and sporting
events, while still providing them with the life training
they need.
''We're teaching the skills that they need in real life,"
says Navarro, noting that she could not teach the way
she does in a conventional school. "It really is a disservice to our students to be cramped up in here."
On October 24, parents and teachers fed up with
Southside's overcrowded conditions voiced their
concerns at a school board meeting. Chicago Public
Schools officials acknowledged the need for change
at the school and promised a solution within two
weeks. But two months later, as Echo goes to print, a
decision had yet to be made, and the school's future
remains uncertain. "I don't know [if the school could
close]," Mims says. "I would hope not, but I really
honestly don't know." G

* Students' names have been changed to protect
their privacy.

students with disabilities makes do with less
l

Students practice cutting hair and other personal hygiene
skills using whatever space and equipment are available.

The faculty lounge, where teachers go to eat lunch and
hold meetings, is another makeshift room.
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hen the rich and famous party too exces- Burns says. "It took him a while to deal with those
sively, they make headlines. They also things, and he is better now. He's still a partier, but
face real-life consequences. Celebrity "it not as much."
girls" Britney Spears, Lindsay Lohan
The first step is recognizing the signs of a serious
and Paris Hilton have been court partying problem. Some are obvious: Your friend
ordered to seek substance abuse treatment after wakes up with a stranger after a wild night of partydrug- or alcohol-related incidents. Lohan was also ing, or is unable to remember anything that happened the night before. But the biggie is denial.
required to complete a drug-treatment program.
"One of the hallmarks of drug and alcohol addicNon-celebrity offenders often face stricter penalties. Students whose partying gets out of hand can tion is [a person's) own ability to have insight into
suffer consequences ranging from loss of financial the fact that what they are doing is potentially dangerous," says Dr. Matt Mills, a staff psyaid to jail time.
chiatrist at the Cook County Jail. "Once
Most colleges have stiff substance abuse
LOCAL HELP 24/ 7
it becomes a problem, they try to
policies, including zero tolerance for first
offenders. The Columbia College Student www.ULifeline.org explain away their habit as if the dangers and pitfalls that apply to others
Handbook states the school may "legally
Substance Abuse
don't apply to them." Rationalization
prosecute with criminal charges" students
Hotline
and denial are common defense mechapossessing, using or distributing illegal
800.821.4357
nisms people use when confronted
drugs on campus. DePaul University stuabout their habits.
dents are subject to school-ordered comAlcoholics
The answer to denial is assessmentpletion of an appropriate rehabilitation
Anonymous
getting the friend to take a hard look at
program and/or expulsion. Roosevelt
312.346.1475
exactly how often he or she is partying and
University's drug policy is similar to
Narcotics
how much of the substance in question he
Columbia's and DePaul's, but that school
Anonymous
or she is ingesting. "Early intervention is
also reserves the right to file civil charges
708.848.4884
available where you count your use and
against student offenders.
get a better idea of what could happen if
Although these stiff penalties relate to
drug use, alcohol abuse also poses a host of potential you continue to use," says Donald Hamilton, client
problems, including the obvious danger of drinking assessor at Chicago's Haymarket Center, a treabnent
and driving. Alcohol use increases the chances of a facility for substance abuse. In addition to programs
person committing or being the victim of violence. for full-fledged drug abusers, the Center offers help to
And underage drinking can lead to legal problems those who believe drugs might become a problem and
for those using the gateway drug, marijuana.
for adults present at the party.
For Burns, the intervention succeeded. He conSo how do you confront a friend who has a drinking
or drug problem? Drew Burns, a senior marketing and fronted his friend and encouraged him to face the
communications major at Columbia College, faced issues that were causing him to party. Over time, he
that dilemma with a friend who couldn't remember saw the partying become less extreme. Their friendship survived, too. "It wasn't pleasant," Burns says of
what he had done during his drinking binges.
"I confronted him about the issues in his life," the confrontation. "But he is still my friend." 0

RECOGNIZE
THE SIGNS
The signs of alcohol abuse include:
• The need to drink in certain situations
• Frequent intoxication
• A steady increase in the amount of alcohol
consumed
• Solitary drinking
• Early morning drinking
• Denial of drinking
• Family disruptions over drinking
• Blackouts or temporary amnesia
• Continuing to drink despite the consequences

The signs of drug addiction include:
• Inability to have fun without doing drugs
• Sudden changes in work or school attendance
and quality of work or grades
• Borrowing or stealing money or possessions
• Angry outbursts, mood swings, irritability
• Talking incoherently or inappropriately
• Deterioration of appearance and grooming
• Wearing sunglasses and/or long sleeveswhen
unnecessary
• Avoiding friendswho don't use drugs
• Secretiveness
Source: Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration
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Meeting of Styles
dresses up Kedzie Avenue
BY MARIA PALAZZOLO

PHOTOS BY NICOLAS CASSARA

n a mid-September weekend, passengers riding the "L"
near Brighton Park on Chicago's near South Side were
confronted with a rainbow of color. Young people held
aerosol cans and sketchbooks filled with extraordinary art
as they decorated the walls.
It was a weekend celebration where graffiti got the recognition and
respect it deserves. Called the Meeting of Styles, the 4th annual
International Graffiti and Hip Hop Festival drew graffiti artists from
across the country, allowing them to "unify together," in the words of
Seel Fresh, one of Chicago's leading graffiti artists.
To the left of the train tracks, a group of young boys scribbled their
names in permanent marker, mimicking the graffiti artists nearby.
And why wouldn't they?
"It's unbelievable how some of these guys can do what they do...
including myself," said Wise, sarcastically patting himself on the chest.
The murals were amazing. Wall pieces ranged from themes about
the mafia and the sky to cell phones. The outdoor exhibit ran along
Kedzie from from 24th to 36th street. "The best in Chicago, or in the
United States if they decided to fly out here, will be placed on 30th
street," Wise said.
The event kicked off with a gallery event showcasing and selling the
work of artists such as Stef, Mayor, Trixter, Denz, Prove, Kato,
Demon, Thor, Nerd and Zore. Outside, crews such as S3 (South
Shore Slayers), CRS (Contemplating Real Schemes), LUV (Lurking
Under Vapors), TD4 (The Deadly 4mula) and CAB (Cold Ass
Brothers) showed off their "notoriety."
"Graffiti is all about notoriety," said Seel Fresh.
"I flew here from New York," said Vik, 21, one of the only girls in
the festival. "My friends make fun of me becattse I flew all the way to
Chicago, but this is what I love to do." 0

The train tracks on Kedzie
Avenue are lined with legal
graffiti walls.

During Meeting of Styles,
graffiti artists from around
the country come to Chicago
to paint them.
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The pieces usually stay up for
a couple of months until
someone thinks that they can
"burn badder," a term that
means "do better."
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BICYCLES MICHIGAN AVE

We invite you to come and see the Windy City's newest and greenest
bike shop.
What makes a bike shop green, you wonder? Lights that turn themselves
off when they're not needed. Three feet of topsoil on the roof for insulation. Paints and adhesives that don't put harmful gasses in the air.
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Come see us and while you're here, receive $50 off a total purchase
of $500 with this coupon. Learn of eco-friendly design and help us promote
cycling as a fun safe and sustainable forms of transportation.
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A Trek Concept Store represents the best in cycling: the best
products and the best service in a sustainable environment.
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1118 S. Michigan Ave
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dersonville becoming Mandersonville?
f you attended this year's Midsommarfest, you
might have noticed something strange at play.
Andersonville's predominantly lesbian festival
was brimming with gay men. While scanning
the crowd for my friends, I was blinded by the
sheer density of faux hawks and pectorals peeking
through tank tops. They seemed to be trumping us
10 to one, thickening the streets with the smell of
sweaty cologne. It felt a little overwhelming, the populous of this summer festival having shifted so wildly from the years before. What could have caused
such a rapid turnover? When had Chicago's only lesbian neighborhood been swallowed by Boystown?
"There's this utopian ideal that we're all supposed
to live together in peace and harmony," says
Christina Santiago, Andersonville resident and an
employee at Howard Brown Health Center, which
provides healthcare and services to the gay, lesbian,
bisexual and transgender community. "The segregation is happening within our own community, which
is the saddest part of all."
It wasn't so long ago that Chicago's rainbowensconced Boystown neighborhood was a thriving
lesbian community. Then a population of predominantly white, affluent gay men decided to call it
home. Wielding the power of two disposable
incomes, gay men bought up the homes and storefronts faster than you could say "gentrification."
According to U.S. census data, gay men earn 80 per-

cent more than the median household income.
Lesbians, unable to compete or keep up with housing
costs, were forced to move north to Andersonville.
Now lesbians are faced once again with an involuntary shifting of borders. Boystown has been so successfully gentrified, many gay men can't afford to live
there any more. Andersonville is the next logical progression. Queer friendly and wholly more affordable,
it offers everything that Boystown no longer ca.n.
However, many Andersonville residents have
already noticed the small community feel and affordable property being compromised. "Affordable housing used to be around $200,000. Now it's somewhere around $300,000, which limits the pool of
buyers," says Joseph Summerville, a Chicago realtor
for more than 20 years. Ten years ago, high-end
housing in Andersonville cost approximately
$400,000, according to Summerville. Today, property on my street goes for $1.3 million.
While gay men seem to feel quite comfortable in
Andersonville, lesbians can't say the same about
Boystown. We notice that bars there are slow to serve
queer women, and some residents make it obvious
that we're not wanted. On more than one occasion,
strangers have sidled up to me and said, "Oh, I didn't know this was a lesbian bar."
Meanwhile Stargaze, Chicago's only official lesbian
bar, is being infiltrated. Dee, a 10-year Andersonville
resident and bouncer at the bar, has noted an

BY PIPER DANIELS

increase in the number of male patrons over the past
year, despite the fact that Andersonville is now jampacked with gay male establishments.
Chicago's queer community is divided. Lesbians
feeling the palpable intolerance of Boystown would
like their own community where people look like
them instead of, unnervingly, at them. So where do
we go next? How much farther north can the lesbian
community travel?
"As a landlord, I can tell you that in the last few
years, as lesbian renters have turned to condo ownership, they have looked to the more affordable
Rogers Park area," says property owner Victoria
Vasconcellos.
But there are those who feel Rogers Park isn't safe
enough for a two-woman household due to its higher crime rates. Older lesbians have found a home in
Oak Park, immediately west of the city, which has a
domestic partnership ordinance and is known for its
efforts to promote diversity and be welcoming to
gays and lesbians. But Oak Park isn't a great place for
twenty-something lesbians in search of culture, community and nightlife.
"When I stepped into Andersonville it was very
women-specific and very lesbian. That was home,"
says Santiago. "I want to find a new Andersonville. I
don't know if that exists yet." G
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Obstacles to
educational success
pervade Chicago
schools
BY KRISTEN RADTKE

I.
,:

he first thing I notice about this is
•
that it's all one paragraph," I say to
the 25-year-old student I am
tutoring at Columbia's Writing
Center.
He looks at me blankly, glancing down at his threepage essay of continuous text. "Huh?"
"It's all one paragraph. You'll want to break it into
a few so that it's easier to follow." His bewildered
expression remains, so I pull a novel from my bag to
show him the structure of a page.
He stares at it for a moment, then shakes his head.
"No, I don't think our teacher wants us to do that."
The No Child Left Behind Act was created to help
students like this- those who drifted through the
educational system without grasping even the most
basic principles. But seven years later, many students are no better off than they were before the act
was conceived, according to the National Education
Association.
The NCLB initiative, signed in 2001 as a reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act,
requires improvement in achievement among poor,
minority and disabled students and penalizes school
districts that don't meet an increasingly demanding
standard. But it's hard to improve students' test scores
when schools lack adequate funding.
In Illinois, where local property taxes provide most
of the funding for schools, students in wealthy areas
benefit while poor children continue to suffer
because of their economic status, according to the
Better Funding for Schools Coalition, an advocate for
education reform. The most impoverished schools in
this state spend $4,500 annually per student, while
more affluent districts spend upwards of $20,000.
The reasons for educational failure are complex,
but the outcome is clear: Children most desperately
in need of a quality education continue to fall though
the cracks. A look at Chicago tells the story of a
national education crisis .
•
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Problems are perpetuated in low-income neighborhoods because children in these communities don't
have access to educational tools prevalent in more
affluent neighborhoods. "They don't have a computer in their home, they don't have access to a good
library down the street," Hopkins says.

Neighborhoods in Distress

Children in Chicago's poorest neighborhoods face
challenges far more pressing than acing their geography quiz on the 50 states. Many kids are too preoccupied by the geography of their own neighborhoods: which corners they can stand on, which
streets they can't walk down. Exposed to the unrelenting violence that surrounds their homes and
schools, these children look at the map of America
and try to write the name of each state, but are
unable to imagine a world beyond the communities
that have been called "urban war zones."
"In the poor communities the children have safety
issues, gun violence, gangs, drug addicts and sellers,"
says Wanda Hopkins of Parents United for
Responsible Education, a public school advocacy
group in Chicago. "It's a fight for those children just
to get to school."
Poverty and education are closely linked, and
scores on standardized achievement tests are strongly associated with income levels, according to "The
Funding Gap," a special report by the Education
Trust in 2005. Illinois has one of the largest gaps in
per-pupil education spending between the state's
highest and lowest poverty districts, second only to
New York. That gap continues to widen in Chicago
due to a citywide education initiative. (See sidebar.)
The cause of the disparity lies in Illinois' school
funding process. Since schools are supported primarily by property taxes, poor communities lag significantly behind more wealthy communities in their
ability to provide adequate educational funding, says
Clare Fauke of A+ Illinois, a campaign that aims to
improve funding and equality of schools.
"Every student should have the opportunity to succeed, and in Illinois that's just not the case," says
Fauke. Maps of schools on probation and lowincome schools are almost exactly the same, visually
expressing how poverty correlates with poor academic achievement. (See map.)

Overstretched schools

In schools that are overwhelmed by needs and lacking in resources, students with learning disabilities
can easily go unrecognized, according to Ari
Goldstein, director of Cognitive Solutions Learning
Center, Inc. of Chicago, which offers services to
adults and children with learning disabilities.
Students with learning disabilities are twice as likely as their peers to drop out of school, according to
the National Longitudinal Transition Study. But in
schools with other pressing needs, these students are
unlikely to receive the help they need. Teachers often
don't recognize the signs of learning disabilities until
a student has fallen years behind his or her peers. By
this point, the student is likely to have concluded that
he or she can't do well in school. This can also lead to
a loss of self-esteem, Goldstein says, and possibly
behavioral problems.
Still, he says, "School systems are very hesitant to
conduct evaluations to determine the presence of a
learning disability," particularly in schools where
existing resources are stretched thin.
Students with learning disabilities who do manage
to graduate face challenges finding
and maintaining
;
a job due to limited literacy and organizational skills,
says the National Center for Learning Disabilities.
Sixty-two percent will be unemployed within a year
after graduation, according to the National Longitudinal Transition Study.
They're left in a position similar to that of the student in the Writing Center, unable to separate sentences into paragraphs. The education system leaves
these students ill-prepared to apply for jobs, balance
their checkbooks and file their tax returns. Hopkins
continues to work toward a good education for all
children, but she fears that many people simply
accept the schools' failures. "I don't see the bigger
picture of society today even caring about what's
happening," she says. 0
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POVERTY &
EDUCATION
IN ILLINOIS
A statistical breakdown
17.8%
of young Illinois adults do not have a high
school diploma (2004-06)

28%
of Illinois residents live near poverty.
(2005)

41 %
of low-income 8th graders in Illinois don't
meet basic reading test standards, compared to 16% of higher-income students
(2004-05)
Source: U.S. Census Bureau; National Center for
Public Policy and Higher Education
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Unequal spending between schools in low-income and wealthy
areas is not a new problem, but Chicago's Renaissance 2010 initiative may make it worse.
Under this initiative, new charter, contract and performance
schools are being opened across the city. The goal is to establish
100 high-performing schools in selected needs-based communities
by 2010. Chicago Public Schools calls the program a "bold plan
[that] closes chronically under-performing schools and sets up a
community-based selection process to determine the best school
operator for each site."
However, these highly selective institutions have been created at
the expense of low-income schools, says Donald Moore, executive
director of Designs for Change, an educational research and
reform organization. Contract schools are not under the same legal
obligations as public schools, and students must pass a stringent
test before enrolling, limiting the type and number of students
that can attend. The facilities are then labeled as top achieving
schools, making them eligible for additional funding.
Students who don't score high enough to attend the schools are
"shuffled into different schools that may be no better than the
one they were formerly attending," Moore says.
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Madhubuti credits his military
training for giving him the
discipline he needed to
complete his studies.
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For poet and
publisher
Haki
Madhubuti,
success has
been
hard-earned
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BY TEMPLE HEMPHILL
COLOR PHOTOS BY JODY WARNER
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he arts saved my life," says Haki
•
Madhubuti as he takes a visitor
past original paintings on the
walls of the Third World Press,
located in a former rectory on
Chicago's South Side. He pauses before a painting of
Malcolm X. "He was one of my mentors even though
we never met. He freed me intellectually," says
Madhubuti, 65, who keeps in touch with Malcolm
X's family. "Real art transcends time."
Equally important to Madhubuti is the library that
spans two rooms on the building's main floor. Yes,
the arts, including jazz music and paintings, saved
his life, but books are where it all began. Madhubuti
says a copy of Black Boy by Richard Wright, which
he found in the Detroit Public Library, initiated his
mental and physical escape from a life of poverty
more than 50 years ago.
This is the 40th anniversary of Third World Press
('IWP), one of two African-American owned publish-

l
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ing houses in the country. Madhubuti - poet, publisher, educator, institution builder and community
activist - remains on his grind. Once an impoverished child and teen engulfed by anger, Madhubuti
now unapologetically works for the betterment of
Black people of all cultures.
A winding staircase leads to Madhubuti's dark,
wood-paneled office. Dressed in his signature button-down shirt and sweater vest, Madhubuti settles
into a comfortable leather couch. Above him is an
oversized self-portrait representing the days when
his pen and birth names were the same: Don L. Lee.
He changed his name in 1973 to Haki Madhubuti,
which translates from Swahili to mean just, precise,
accurate and dependable.
Today, the neat afro in the portrait has been
replaced with thinning, cropped, curlyhair. Standing
6'1", Madhubuti has filled out a bit from his youth,
but he keeps in shape thanks to regular yoga classes,
bicycling and a strict vegan diet. His focus on what he

considers "wellness living" began in the late 1960s,
when he reassessed his life intellectually, philosophically and materially. "In the early days, we worked
16 hours a day," he recalls. "I had to find a way to
write and do everything else without losing it."
Madhubuti drew on the 'discipline he learned
between 1960 and 1963 when he was in the U.S.
Army, a time marked by firsts, including eating three
meals a day, which was a big deal for someone who
grew up in extreme poverty. Before that, school
lunch often was his only meal of the day, and he paid
for it by cleaning up his school cafeteria. The military
provided mental nourishment as well. He read a
book a day, concentrating on Black and African history and political science, and he listened to jazz
greats like Miles Davis. Reading and music provided
a refuge from the harshness of a newly racially integrated military.
Forced to conform in the military, Madhubuti
emerged a critical and singular thinker and more

...

committed than ever to empowering people. He
chose poetry as the vehicle to drive the change, in
line with the Black Arts Movements of the 1960s.
"I'm a poet first," Madhubuti says of the anchor that
gave him his early start in publishing and continues
to ground him. He used money collected from poetry readings to buy a copy machine, and in 1966 he
started printing books from his basement apartment
at 63rd and Ada streets in Chicago. A year later,
Third World Press was born.
Since then, TWP has published more than 300
books in a wide range of genres, including history,
political commentary, economic development, psychology, education, biography and poetry. At least
four TWP books have sold more than 50,000 copies.
Madhubuti has written 28 published books of his
own, including a 1991 book of essays, Black Men:
Obsolete, Single, Dangerous?: The Afrikan
American Family in Transition, which sold a million
One of his three sons, Akili Lee, 27, is a spitting
copies. The Covenant with Black America, edited by image of Madhubuti in his younger years. A vegan
talk-show host Tavis Smiley, became a New York like his father and just as tall, with locks that hang
Times bestseller in April 2006 - the first title by an below his shoulders, Lee is the director of the Digital
African-American book publisher to reach the top Youth Network at The University of Chicago Center
position in the 60-year history of the New York for Urban School Improvement. "There's a responsiTimes' list. But Madhubuti is most proud of publish- bility we have to give back to the community," says
ing the work of acclaimed poet Sonia Sanchez and Lee, echoing his father but emphasizing that
his 33-year mentor, Gwendolyn Brooks, lliinois poet Madhubuti didn't push his philosophy on his six
laureate from 1968 until her death in 2000. "I don't children. "It's just the natural thing to do."
measure turning points only in monetary terms,"
Lee says his parents, who have been married for
Madhubuti says.
more than 30 years, set high expectations for their
TWP has been the only viable option for some children. (Their mother, Dr. Carol D. Lee, also known
African-American scholars and researchers wanting as Safisha Madhubuti, is a professor at Northwestern
to publish serious work. Take, for instance, The University.) These high expectations were reinforced
Sanity of Survival: Reflections on Community by the Madhubutis' friends and co-workers, many of
Mental Health and Wellness by Dr. Carl C. Bell. whom taught at the Institute of Positive Education, a
Other publishers weren't interested in a book about group of community-based schools which they foundAfrican-American mental health needs. TWP ed together in 1969.
Madhubuti's success is in striking contrast to his
answered the call and published Bell's book in 2004.
TWP hasn't embraced the popularity among Black start. He mother, Maxine Graves Lee, died at the age
readers of urban novels and titles lending street of 35 when he was 16. "My mother was in the sex
credibility-titles such as Street Love, Get Money trade and she was an addict," he says. "There was
Chicks and It's Like Candy: An
Urban Novel. Madhubuti says he
doesn't want to help glorify what
he calls "street culture," which he
believes keeps Black folks mentally and physically in bondage.
Holding fast to the conviction
that when you know better you
do better, Madhubuti aims to be
a "cultural father" to youth, especially those at risk. It's a concept
he writes about in his 2002 book,
Tough Notes: A Healing Call for
Creating Exceptional Black Men.
He writes that if he were the
father of slain rap stars Biggie
Smalls and Tupac Shakur, they
would still be alive. "Cultural
fathers stop bullets, just like
available jobs stop bullets," says
Madhubuti. "And my sons are Madhubuti is proud of publishing the work of his 33-year mentor,
alive and they're doing well."
Gwendolyn Brooks, former Ill inois poet laureate.

nothing I could do about it." His father was alive but
not involved in the family, so Madhubuti was the
man of the house and worked multiple jobs to help
support his mother and sister.
With nowhere else to turn, Madhubuti joined the
Army. He sent half his pay to his sister, Jacklyn, who
had three children before the age of 20 and six by the
time she was 30. Madhubuti writes about both his sister and mother's extreme beauty in his 2006 memoir,
YellowBlack: The First Twenty-One Years OfA Poet's
Life. He also writes candidly about his mother's alcohol and drug addiction. "I had become stone as my
mother's condition worsened each day," Madhubuti
writes in YellowBlack. "The lowest season of my
remembrance was when she stole my bank and used
my savings to feed her habit." No wonder Madhubuti
avoids both alcohol and ch11gs.
After the army, Madhubuti enrolled in college,
transfering between various Illinois schools before
completing his bachelor's degree and then earning
an M.F.A. from the University of Iowa. He began
teaching English at Chicago State University in 1984
and helped establish the school's M.F.A. Program for
Creative Writing, the only one of its kind centered on
Black literature, as well as the Gwendolyn Brooks
Center for Black Literature and Creative Writing.
He is still on faculty at Chicago State, currently
teaching a class called "Writers at Work." It's all part
of Madhubuti's commitment to consciously surround himself with everything good. "Most people
hate going to work and they work for people who
don't even like them," he says. "But I don't hate anything I do."
Madhubuti has touched the lives of an extraordinary range of contemporary African-American
artists. At the recent 40th Anniversary Gala for Third
World Press, held in September 2007, Madhubuti
was feted by family, community supporters and local
and national celebrities. Author Walter Mosley
shared the stage with actress and community activist
Ruby Dee. At an October 2007 event called ''Verbs &
Vibes" at Chicago State University,
Madhubuti was accompanied by
flutist Nicole Mitchell and her
band, Black Earth Ensemble, as he
read his poetry. Mitchell recalls
how Madhubuti allowed her to
work a flexible schedule as a
graphic designer while she completed undergraduate and graduate studies, and also moonlighted
as a musician. Now a music professor and full-time performer, she
says Madhubuti inspired her to
create her own music label,
Dreamtime Records.
"A lot of people can have ideas,
but to be able to actually manifest
those dreams and have continual
longevity is a different challenge,"
Mitchell says. "Haki's institutions
have stood the test of time." G
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Rock

Linkin Park

"HANDS HELD HIGH"
"Risk something, take back what's yours. Say something that you know they might attack you for."

Minutes to
Midnight

Warner Bros. 2007

Country

Dixie Chicks

"EASY SILENCE"
"Children lose their youth too soon, watching war made us immune."

Taking the
Long Way

Sony

2006

Reggae

Matisyahu

"YOUTH"
"Young man, the power's in your hand. Slam your fist on the table and make your demand."

Youth

Sony

2006

Rap

Kanye West

"DIAMONDS FROM SIERRA LEONE"
Late Registration
"Good Morning, this ain't Vietnam still. People lose hands, legs, arms, for real little was known of Sierra Leone."

Roe-a-Fella

2005

World

Thomas
Mapfumo

"NDODYA MARASHA (I'm Mad as Hell)"
Traditional Zimbabwe
revolutionary song.
•

Rise Up

Real World

2005

Hip Hop

Saul Williams "ACT Ill SCENE 2 (Shakespeare)"
"It's just coincidence that oil men would wage war on an oil-rich land. ·

Saul Williams

Fader

2004

lndie Rock Bright Eyes

"LET'S NOT SHIT OURSELVES (To Love and Be Loved)"
"And each new act of war is tonight's entertainment. We're still the pawns in their game."

Lifted or The Story Is Saddle Creek 2002
in the Soil, Keep Your
Ear to the Ground

"CLOCKS"
"Confusion that never stops, the closing walls and ticking clocks."

A Rush of Blood to
the Head

Rock

Coldplay

Reggae

Bob Marley & "JAMMIN"'
"No bullet can stop us now, we neither beg nor we won't bow. We're jamming, jamming."
the Wailers

Folk

Joan Baez

R&B

Capitol

2002

Exodus

Tuff Gong
Island

1977
2001

"PRISON TRILOGY (Billy Rose)"
"Luna was a Mexican the law called an alien for coming across the border with a baby and a wife."

Come From the
Shadows

A&M
Records

1972

Curtis
Mayfield

"WE GOT TO HAVE PEACE"
"And the soldiers who are dead and gone, if only we could bring back one.. "

Roots

Rhino

1971

R&B

Edwin Starr

"WAR"
"War! Huh. Yeah. What is it good for? Absolutely nothing! Say it again y'all."

War and Peace

Gordy

1970

Rock

John Lennon

"GIVE PEACEA CHANCE"
"All we are saying, is give peace a chance."

Single John
LennonCollection

Apple
Capitol

1969
1982

Folk

Phil Ochs

"I AIN'T MARCHING ANYMORE" "For I stole California from the Mexican land and I fought in the bloody
Civil War. Yes I even killed my brothers and so many other, so I ain't marching anymore."

I Ain't Marching
Anymore

Hannibal

1965

Political
Folk

Bob Dylan

"MASTERS OF WAR" "You want me to believe, but I see through your eyes. And I see through your brain,
like I see through the water that runs down my drain."

The Freewheelin'
Bob Dylan

Columbia

1963

Folk

Peter, Paul
& Mary

"BLOWIN' IN THE WIND"
"How many deaths will it take 'til he knows that too many people have died?"

In the Wind

Warner Bros. 1963
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